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Chapter 5 

Powering Space Exploration:  
U.S. Space Nuclear Power, Public 

Perceptions, and Outer Planetary Probes

Roger D. Launius

1. Introduction

Since the dawn of the Space Age more than 50 years ago, the United States 
has pursued a variety of methods for delivering electrical power to space-

craft in flight. Nuclear power systems are the only ones that have been found 
acceptable for deep space missions. While these technological systems have 
made possible a myriad of accomplishments in space, especially the success-
ful flights to the outer planets, the details of space nuclear power generation 
are virtually unknown to even the most knowledgeable observers. What is 
known, furthermore, is frequently limited to the often-incomplete reporting 
of controversies over the propriety of using nuclear systems for space power. 
This chapter traces the development of this technology from its origins in the 
1960s to the present. It describes the evolution of the systems involved and 
the decision-making process whereby NASA chose to adopt one approach 
over another. Finally, it analyzes the public debate over the employment of 
these technologies for spaceflight.

2. Satellite Power Systems in Summary

Flying in space requires reliable, uninterrupted, stable electrical power, not 
only for engines to maneuver and navigate but also for onboard systems 
that perform a range of functions.1 One of the critical components of any 

1. There are several general works on space power systems. These include Mukund R. Patel, 
Spacecraft Power Systems (New York: CRC, 2004); A. K. Hyder, R. L. Wiley, G. Halpert, 
D. J. Flood, and S. Sabripour, Spacecraft Power Technologies (London: Imperial College 
Press, 2000); Martin J. L. Turner, Rocket and Spacecraft Propulsion: Principles, Practice, 
and New Developments (Chichester, UK: Springer Praxis Books, 2004); Donald B. 
Mackay, Design of Space Powerplants (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1963); Peter 
Frankel, “Space Electric Power System,” Lockheed Technical Report LR 17558, February 
1964; and S. Lieblein and H. O. Slone, “Electric Power Generation Systems for Use 
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satellite, either in Earth’s orbit or dispatched elsewhere, is the power system 
that allows the operation of its many systems. There are only four methods 
of providing the electrical power needed for spacecraft, all of them with posi-
tives and negatives. The first method, and the one used on the first spacecraft 
launched into orbit, was batteries. Their wattage was limited, but even more 
limited was their longevity. Within a few weeks they always ran down and 
the spacecraft’s systems no longer operated. For example, about three weeks 
after the launch of Sputnik 1 on 4 October 1957, its batteries ran down and 
it ceased to broadcast telemetry, although it remained in orbit for about 90 
days after launch.2 

Second, to help resolve that problem, NASA pioneered in the 1960s fuel 
cell technology, which generated more electricity for the size of the cell and 
had a longer effective life. Even so, fuel cells have an effective life of less than 
two months.3 Of course, this may change in the future as NASA pursues 
more efficient fuel cells for its human exploration program that could have 
remarkably long lives.4 Third, photovoltaic solar cells emerged in the 1960s 
as a useful alternative to batteries and fuel cells. They have a long life mea-
sured in years rather than weeks or months, and with additional refinement 
they have become the critical power generation technology for most space-
craft.5 They have one important drawback, however: they require the Sun’s 
powerful light source to be effective. For spacecraft traveling into deep space 
beyond Mars, where the Sun becomes much less intense, photovoltaic sys-
tems up to this point have proven insufficient. This may change in the future 

in Space,” in Advances in Aeronautical Sciences, Vol. 4, Second International Congress in 
the Aeronautical Sciences, Proceedings, Zurich, Switzerland, Sept. 12–16, 1960 (New York: 
Pergamon Press, 1962), pp. 1131–1152.

2. Hyder et al., Spacecraft Power Technologies, p. 1. 
3. A. John Appleby, Fuel Cell Handbook (New York: Van Reinhold Co., 1989); Leo Blomen 

and Michael Mugerwa, Fuel Cell Systems (New York: Plenum Press, 1993); Barton 
C. Hacker and James M. Grimwood, On the Shoulders of Titans: A History of Project 
Gemini (Washington, DC: NASA Special Publication-1977-4203, 1977), pp. 148–152, 
208–215; Karl Kordesch and Günter Simader, Fuel Cells and Their Applications (New 
York: VCH, 1996); David L. Douglas and Herman A. Liebhafsky, “Fuel Cells: History, 
Operation, and Applications,” Physics Today 13, no. 6 (1960): 26–30; Karl V. Kordesch, 
“25 Years of Fuel Cell Development (1951–1976),” Journal of the Electrochemical Society 
125, no. 3 (1978): 77C–91C;Marvin Warshay and Paul R. Prokopius, The Fuel Cell in 
Space: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow (Cleveland, OH: Lewis Research Center, NASA-
TM-102366, 1989); and Hyder et al., Spacecraft Power Systems, pp. 223–234. 

4. John H. Scott, “Fuel Cell Development for NASA’s Human Exploration Program: 
Benchmarking with ‘The Hydrogen Economy,’” Transactions of the ASME (2007): 8 pp., 
http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20070023719_2007023572.pdf (accessed 
24 October 2007). 

5. Hyder et al., Spacecraft Power Systems, pp. 71–149.

http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20070023719_2007023572.pdf
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as new technologies increase the efficiency of energy collection and power 
management, but past and present capabilities have not allowed their use.6 
Accordingly, when requirements are for short mission times or systems do 
not require high power, chemical and/or solar energy may be used effectively 
to make electricity. But for the generation of high power levels over longer 
periods of time, especially farther away from the Sun, nuclear energy has thus 
far been the only way to satisfy mission requirements.

For this reason, as well as others of a more sublime nature, many spacecraft 
designers have adopted nuclear power technology as a means of powering 
spacecraft on long deep space missions. As the chief of NASA’s nuclear elec-
tric power program remarked in 1962: 

Basically, radioisotopes are of interest because they represent a compact source 
of power. The energy available in radioisotopes is many orders of magnitude 
larger than that available in batteries, and thus they constitute a unique, con-
centrated energy source that may be used for space purposes if design require-
ments are met. Radioisotope power is inherently reliable. It cannot be turned 
on or off. There are no moving parts of oriented arrays. It will provide heat 
energy in accordance with the fixed laws of radioactive decay. This heat is 
absorbed in a device that converts the heat directly into electricity.7

There are several types of nuclear power that could be employed, everything 
from small reactors to nuclear heaters to the dominant technology of radioiso-
tope thermoelectric generators (RTGs). In those small space nuclear reactors, 
energy could be generated through controlled fission of uranium. The heat 
created through this process would then be used to power either a thermo-
electric or a dynamic turbine or alternator conversion system. While excess 
heat would be dissipated through a radiator, electricity generated through this 
process would serve to power the spacecraft. These reactors had the capabil-
ity to generate more than 100 kilowatts of electricity, making them much 
more powerful than other forms of energy generation in space, including 
RTGs. The simpler process of allowing the natural decay of an isotope and 
harnessing its heat to generate electricity with an RTG, however, has become 
the preferred method for supplying the power needs of American deep space 
probes; it has also been used on some Earth orbital and lunar spacecraft (see 
figures 5.1 and 5.2). It operates by releasing heat during the decay process 

6. “Why the Cassini Mission Cannot Use Solar Arrays,” JPL Fact Sheet, November 1996.
7. Fred Shulman, “The NASA Nuclear Electric Power Program,” in Morris A. Zipkin and 

Russell N. Edwards, eds., Power Systems for Space Flight (New York: Academic Press, 
1963), pp. 15–27, quotation from pp. 17–18.
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of a suitable radioactive material which is then converted into electricity by 
means of an array of thermocouples, with the outer end of each thermo-
couple connected to a heat sink. Radioactive decay of the fuel produces heat 
that flows through the thermocouples to the heat sink, generating electric-
ity in the process. The thermocouples are then connected through a closed 
loop that feeds an electrical current to the power management system of the 
spacecraft. Indeed, all U.S.-launched systems have used plutonium-238 for 
this purpose.8

In addition to its longevity, space nuclear power offers a significant saving 
in terms of mass associated with an individual mission when compared to 
the other possibilities. As policy analyst Steven Aftergood reports: “For all 

8. Steven Aftergood, “Background on Space Nuclear Power,” Science & Global Security 1, 
nos. 1–2 (1989–1990): 93–107.

Credit: NASA

FIGURE 5.1. Forty-one RTGs have been used successfully on 23 spacecraft since 
1961. This graphic shows the range of missions that have been powered by nuclear 
power sources. 
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practical purposes, nuclear reactors are required when moderate to high levels 
of continuous power are required for an extended period.”9 Another observer, 
admittedly one committed to exploiting space nuclear power much more 
aggressively than has been done thus far, writes: 

Nuclear power has been used for deep space vehicles for over 40 years. RTGs 
have been used for spacecraft electrical power since 1961. All RTGs have oper-
ated as designed, both in normal operations and accident conditions. RTGs 
were designed carefully with consideration for the accident environments that 
might be experienced during every phase of the launch. The design require-
ment is to protect public and worker health and safety during all phases of 
operations during launch and accident conditions.10 

These systems have provided power ranging from 2.7 watts on the very early 
systems to 500 watts on more recent flights.11 Even so, while RTGs have been 
a proven, reliable technology, they have fostered only relatively low power 

 9. Ibid., p. 94.
10. Beverly A. Cook, “Making Space Nuclear Power a Reality,” 2005, p. 3, AIAA-2005-0101.
11. James H. Lee, “Aerospace Nuclear Safety: An Introduction and Historical Overview,” 

paper presented at the International Topical Meeting: Advanced Reactor Safety, 
Pittsburgh, PA, 17–21 April 1994. 

Credit: NASA

FIGURE 5.2. This figure compares the various types of power available for space-
craft. The longer the duration of the mission, the more necessary space nuclear 
power becomes.
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efficiency—only about 7 percent at the beginning of the mission—and 
researchers have consistently sought to improve on that fact.12

Of course, the conversion of heat into electricity as done by an RTG is 
not a new concept. It was discovered more than 150 years ago by the German 
physicist Thomas Johann Seebeck, who first observed that electric voltage 
might be produced when two dissimilar but conductive materials were joined 
in a closed circuit and the two junctions were kept at different temperatures. 
These junctions gained the name thermocouples, and they generated electric-
ity through the movement and interactions of the electrons the two materi-
als. The thermocouples in RTGs therefore use heat from the natural decay of 
radioactive plutonium-238 to heat one material of the thermocouple, while 
the other remains cold from the temperatures in space, and electricity results 
from the interactions.13

Beginning in the late 1940s, several threads converged to make it possible 
to develop and use radioisotope thermoelectric generators. First, the Atomic 
Energy Commission (AEC) began to develop radioisotopes for atomic weap-
ons. This prompted scientific research to understand the nature of the half-
lives of various isotopes, decay processes, and charge separation. Second, 
scientists began to experiment with the development of small nuclear power 
generators for a variety of uses on Earth, especially at the poles and under the 
seas where scientific instruments could be placed and left alone for months 
at a time. The first bench-test RTGs emerged from the Mound Laboratory 
(operated for the AEC by the Monsanto Research Corporation) in 1953 and 
quickly found application in Antarctica to power scientific research stations.14 
Indeed, Mound scientists Kenneth Jordan and John Birden had hit upon the 
RTG as a possibility almost by accident. They had been frustrated in their 
efforts to use decaying radioactive materials to boil water to drive a steam tur-
bine. They then decided to apply the thermocouple principle to harness heat 

12. David J. Anderson, Wayne A. Wong, and Karen L. Tuttle, “An Overview and Status of 
NASA’s Radioisotope Power Conversion Technology NRA,” p. 1, 2007, AIAA-2007-
0022221.

13. DOE Fact Sheet, “Space Radioisotope Power Systems: Multi-Mission Radioisotope 
Thermoelectric Generator,” April 2002.

14. B. C. Blanke and J. H. Birden, “Nuclear Battery—Thermocouple Type, Final Report,” 
Mound Laboratory, MLM-1106, AD 251119, 1960; M. Benedict and T. H. Pigford, 
Nuclear Chemical Engineering (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1957); B. C. Blanke, 
J. H. Birden, and K. C. Jordan, “Nuclear-Battery-Thermocouple Type Summary Report,” 
Monsanto Research Corp., MLM-1127, 1962; B. C. Blanke, “Nuclear-Thermocouple 
Conversion,” Proceedings of the 12th Annual Battery R&D Conference, 1958; K. C. Jordan 
and J. H. Birden, “Thermal Batteries Using Po-210,” Mound Laboratory, MLM-984, 
1954; and J. G. Morse, “Energy for Remote Areas,” Science 139, no. 3560 (1963): 
1175–1180.
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from decaying isotopes and, after working out the calculations quickly, built 
a successful model of an RTG. The Jordon/Birden principle soon became 
the basis for all radioisotope thermoelectric generators.15 Third, advances 
in thermoelectricity and semiconductors for the first time made the type of 
power source offered by RTGs feasible. As William R. Corliss and Douglas G. 
Harvey commented about this heady time in a 1964 textbook on the subject: 
“The right ingredients were present and the dough began to rise.”16

3. Origins of Nuclear Power Systems for Spaceflight

In the latter part of the 1940s, several engineers began to consider the pos-
sibility of using nuclear power sources for space exploration. The seminal 
document in this consideration appeared in 1946 from the newly established 
RAND Corporation on a “preliminary design of an experimental world-
circling spaceship,” exploring the viability of orbital satellites and outlin-
ing the technologies necessary for their success.17 It did not take long for 
scientists and engineers to graft nuclear power sources onto their consider-
ations, and 1947 brought the first publications concerning the subject.18 By 
1949, a full-scale analysis by RAND had sketched out the large-scale use 
of nuclear power sources for satellites in Earth’s orbit.19 Beginning in 1951, 
at the request of the Department of Defense (DOD), the AEC sponsored 
research into nuclear power for spacecraft to support the Project Feedback 
study of the United States Air Force (USAF), leading to the development of a 
reconnaissance satellite. By June 1952, as reported in an early classified study 
of the effort, “preliminary results of the reactor analyses were available; all 
were favorable to the feasibility of the proposal.” This extensive and positive 
discussion of radioisotopic power for space application led to an exponential 
growth in interest in isotopic power for space satellites. A year later, in May 
1953, USAF Headquarters took the next step by authorizing development 

15. Carol Craig, RTG a Source of Power: A History of the Radioisotopic Thermoelectric Generators 
Fueled at Mound (Miamisburg, OH: Mound Public Relations, 1983).

16. William R. Corliss and Douglas G. Harvey, Radioisotope Power Generation (Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1964), p. 9.

17. Project RAND, Douglas Aircraft Company’s Engineering Division, “Preliminary Design 
of an Experimental World-Circling Spaceship,” SM-11827, 2 May 1946, RAND 
Corporation.

18. M. A. Greenfield and C. Starr, “Studies on Nuclear Reactors: Temperature Stability of an 
Epithermal Reactor,” NAA-SR-6, November 1947, North American Aviation, Inc.

19. S. L. Gender and H. A. Kock, “Auxiliary Power Plant for the Satellite Rocket: A 
Radioactive Cell-Mercury Vapor System to Supply 500 Watts for Durations of Up to 
One Year,” RAND Report, February 1949.
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work on a nuclear power source for satellites. This research effort led directly 
to the nuclear power systems used on spacecraft in the early 1960s.20 The 
AEC oversaw this effort, pursuing two related avenues. The first led to a small 
nuclear reactor and the second to the RTG. Codenamed SNAP (for Systems 
for Nuclear Auxiliary Power), these systems were numbered with the odd 
numbers designating RTGs and even numbers for the reactors. For the RTGs, 
SNAP-1 was built at the Mound Laboratory under AEC supervision in 1954. 
It used a thermocouple heated by polonium (Po)-210 for fuel. Exceeding all 
expectations, SNAP-3 used advanced thermoelectric conversion devices with 
the first Po-210 fuel capsules; the capsules would soon become a standard in 
future RTGs. In the reactor arena, the SNAP-2 system used a 50-kilowatt 
reactor system weighing about 600 pounds and employing liquid NaK—a 
sodium (Na) and potassium (K) alloy—as a coolant to transfer heat through 
a mercury loop. This reaction—basic chemistry, really—produced 3 kilowatts 
of electricity. This led to the research on two additional space power units, 
SNAP-8 and SNAP-10, which emphasized a metal hydride reactor technol-
ogy first used in SNAP-2.21

These efforts led to a long-standing record of success in meeting the elec-
trical needs of deep space vehicles while offering both reliable and safe opera-
tions. As Richard Engler commented: 

The history of the radioisotope power program is basically a success sto[r]y, 
although it is certainly not one of linear success. The program was initiated 
by the AEC under impetus from the Department of Defense but first went 
public late in that decade as part of the “Atoms for Peace” movement, with 
President Eisenhower showing an atomic battery to the world and extolling 
its peaceful potential uses. Subsequently, while the Defense Department sup-
ported mostly test applications of the radioisotopic power devices in space, 

20. Robert L. Perry, “Origins of the USAF Space Program, 1945–1956” (Space Systems 
Division Supplement), in History of Deputy Commander (AFSC) for Aerospace Systems, 
1961, Vol. 5, ch. 3, Andrews Air Force Base, MD; available at http://www.fas.org/spp/
eprint/origins/part08.htm (accessed 26 October 2007). See also and Corliss and Harvey, 
Radioisotope Power Generation, pp. 10–11.

21. G. M. Anderson and F. H. Featherstone, “The SNAP Programme: U.S. AEC’s Space-
Electric Power Programme,” Nuclear Engineering 5 (October 1960): 460–463; William 
R. Corliss, “Nuclear Power in Outer Space,” Nucleonics 18 (August 1960): 58–60; 
William R. Corliss, “Parameters for Radioisotope Generator Design,” American Institute 
of Electrical Engineers, preprint CP 62-1239, 1962; R. C. Hamilton, “Auxiliary Power 
for Space Probes,” Astronautics 4 (August 1959): 30–34; and K. P. Johnson, “Power 
from Radioisotopes,” Atomic Energy Commission, AECU-4373, 1958; SNAP Nuclear 
Generator Press Kit (Washington, DC: Atomic Energy Commission, 26 June 1961), 
“Attachment 2: SNAP Fact Sheet,” note, p. 2.

http://www.fas.org/spp/eprint/origins/part08.htm
http://www.fas.org/spp/eprint/origins/part08.htm
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the program reached its pinnacle of success through uses by the civilian space 
agency, NASA.

This technology proved exceptionally quiet for most of its history, until the 
latter 1970s when concerns about all things nuclear erupted in the public 
consciousness. This was in part because it involved neither explosive power 
nor a human-built reactor to operate.22 Even so, it has been discussed at 
the highest levels of national discourse. President John F. Kennedy in 1961 
believed that nuclear power would be used to send an American into space, 
while “Nuclear Power will sustain him there.”23

The possibilities of space nuclear power first entered the public sphere 
in January 1959 when President Dwight D. Eisenhower posed for a photo 
op with an RTG in the Oval Office of the White House (see figure 5.3). It 
was SNAP-3, the AEC-developed power source that so many involved in the 

22. Richard E. Engler, “Atomic Power in Space: A History,” DOE/NE/32117-H1, 
Department of Energy, March 1987, p. 2.

23. Kennedy’s quotation appears in “Special Report on Nuclear Energy in Space,” Nucleonics 
19 (April 1961): cover.

Credit: Department of Energy

FIGURE 5.3. On 16 January 1959 this photograph appeared in Washington, DC, 
newspapers to show the president’s interest in radioisotope thermoelectric gen-
erators. President Dwight D. Eisenhower with officials from the Atomic Energy 
Commission examines in the Oval Office an RTG developed specifically to provide 
spacecraft with the power necessary to operate. 
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space program pinned their hopes on for exploration of the solar system. AEC 
officials hailed this RTG as a “significant breakthrough”—one that was reli-
able, simple, flexible, and safe. Just as importantly, they said, “We can tailor 
the product to fit the customer.”24 In the context of the post-Sputnik high-
technology competition with the Soviet Union in the late 1950s, Eisenhower 
undoubtedly viewed this showing of the first RTG as a useful propaganda 
device, graphically demonstrating American technological verisimilitude. 
He emphasized that this nuclear device was not destructive; rather, it was 
a means of supporting peaceful scientific expeditions for ramifications for 
the positive development of humanity. Accordingly, the SNAP-3 served as a 
proof-of-concept for Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace initiative, a positive use 
of nuclear technology around the globe. Its small size, inconspicuousness, 
and nonthreatening nature served Eisenhower well in helping to defuse the 
caustic international confrontations between the United States and the Soviet 
Union (see figure 5.4).25

RTGs have evolved over the past fifty years from the early SNAP systems 
to the current General Purpose Heat Source (GPHS) system that has flown 
on a wide range of NASA deep space missions. For instance, the Galileo mis-
sion to Jupiter contained two RTGs, while Ulysses had one RTG to power 
its systems. The GPHS had a thermal power of 4.4 kilowatts and contained 
a total plutonium mass of 9.4 kilograms.26 Because of the low wattage of 
these systems, all space probes flown by NASA have been power constrained. 
For example, the Cassini spacecraft launched to Saturn in 1997, with power 
supplied by three GPHS RTGs, has the most electrical power on board any 
deep space vehicle. But they produced only 900 watts of on-board electrical 
power at the time of launch. When compared to the number of 60-watt light 
bulbs in a normal home, the power for Cassini paled in comparison. To help 
resolve this constraint, a two-pronged effort has been pursued to enhance the 

24. “President Shows Atom Generator,” Evening Star (Washington, DC), 16 January 1959, 
p. 1.

25. “First Atom Battery Developed by U.S.,” Washington Post, 17 January 1959, p. 1; “5-Lb. 
Device Hailed as Big Breakthrough,” Evening Star, 16 January 1959, p. 1; and “Hearings 
Before Subcommittee of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy Congress of the United 
States, Eighty-Fifth Congress Second Session on Outer Space Propulsion by Nuclear 
Energy,” 22 and 23 January and 6 February 1958.

26. Gary L. Bennett et al., “The General-Purpose Heat Source Radioisotope Thermoelectric 
Generator: Power for the Galileo and Ulysses Missions,” Proceedings of the 21st 
Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference, August 1986, Vol. 3, pp. 
1999–2011.
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wattage of RTGs and to economize on what may be accomplished with a 
limited amount of electricity.27

This research has led to a coordinated R&D effort, under the direction 
of the AEC (renamed the Department of Energy in 1977) and NASA, over 
many years to advance technology along a broad range of space power areas.

Basic research:
• Photovoltaic energy conversion
• Chemical energy conversion
• Thermal (nuclear) energy conversion
• Power management
• Thermal management

Focused research:
• Space nuclear power
• Surface power and thermal management

27. Cook, “Making Space Nuclear Power a Reality,” p. 1; and Robert E. Gold, Ralph 
L. McNutt Jr., Paul H. Ostdiek, and Louise M. Prockter, “Radioisotope Electric 
Propulsion As an Enabler of Comprehensive Reconnaissance of Small Bodies,” Spacecraft 
Reconnaissance of Asteroid and Comet Interiors (2006). 

Credit: NASA 

FIGURE 5.4. The figure provides a chronology of the major elements of space 
nuclear power since the 1950s. Radioisotope thermoelectric generators have satis-
fied the power generation need of deep space probes to explore the outer planets 
since the 1960s.
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• Earth-orbiting platform power and thermal management
• Deep space probe power and thermal management
• Laser power beaming
• Mobile surface power systems

As Gary L. Bennett, the dean of space nuclear power at NASA, and elec-
trical engineer Ronald C. Cull remarked in the context of NASA’s Space 
Exploration Initiative (SEI) in 1991:

The ongoing NASA research and technology program in space energy conver-
sion provides a foundation from which to build the focused technology pro-
grams to meet the SEI power requirements. An augmented program focusing 
on space nuclear power, high capacity power, surface power and thermal man-
agement, Earth- orbiting platform power and thermal management, space-
craft power and thermal management for deep-space vehicles, laser power 
beaming, and mobile surface systems power has been defined to develop the 
specific focused technologies for SEI applications.28

4. Space Nuclear Power and the Early Satellite Efforts

The application of nuclear power to spaceflight really began in the 1950s, 
when the Navy, through its contractor, the Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) 
of Johns Hopkins University, developed the first RTGs for space applica-
tions. Specifically, Transit, the first navigation satellite, flew an RTG in 1965. 
Intended as a method of ensuring the capability of the inertial navigation sys-
tems of the U.S. Navy’s Polaris ballistic missile submarines, the Transit system 
promised 80–100 meter accuracy. Accordingly, it supported one-third of the 
nation’s strategic triad in enabling targeting and ensuring that the deterrent 
threat posed to the Soviet Union was real.29 It originated on 18 March 1958, 
when the APL’s Frank T. McClure wrote two memoranda to APL Director 
Ralph E. Gibson: “Yesterday I spent an hour with Dr. [William H.] Guier and 
Dr. [George C.] Weiffenbach discussing the work they and their colleagues 
have been doing on Doppler tracking of satellites. The principal problem 

28. Gary L. Bennett and Ronald C. Cull, “Enabling the Space Exploration Initiative: NASA’s 
Exploration Technology Program in Space Power.” (Washington, DC: NASA-TM-4325, 
1991), p. 11.

29. William H. Guier and George C. Weiffenbach, “Genesis of Satellite Navigation,” Johns 
Hopkins APL Technical Digest 1, no. 2 (1997): 178–181; and H. D. Black, R. E. Jenkins, 
and L. L. Pryor, “The TRANSIT System, 1975,” JHU/APL TG 1306 (Laurel, MD: Johns 
Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, December 1976).
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facing them was the determination of the direction in which this work should 
take in the future. During this discussion it occurred to me that their work 
provided a basis for a relatively simple and perhaps quite accurate navigation 
system.” Most important, McClure noted, it offered the solution to a vexing 
problem of genuine military significance during the Cold War.30

The first Transit satellite, Transit 1A, took off from the Space Operations 
Center at Cape Canaveral, Florida, on 17 September 1959 but failed during 
launch. A second satellite, Transit 1B, was launched on 13 April 1960 and 
operated for 89 days. There followed a succession of Transit satellites, with 
a general development of greater capability and longevity interspersed with 
failures of missions. An important and troubling issue was how to maximize 
the spacecraft’s useful service life on orbit—the best that the Navy could 
achieve seemed to be about a year with batteries and solar arrays.31 RTGs 
offered a ready alternative. As John Dassoulas of APL recalled: “I had been 
looking into the possibilities of isotopic power since we first began the Transit 
program. We had a five-year goal for the life of the operational Transit, and 
we weren’t confident that the hermetic seals on batteries would hold up for 
five years.”32 

Dassoulas attended a space technology symposium in 1959 that prompted 
his conversion to the belief that nuclear space power had real potential for 
Transit. By happenstance, he sat on the airplane back to Washington, DC, 
near Col. G. M. Anderson of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). Their 
conversation led to a visit to the Martin Nuclear Division in Baltimore to 
learn more about the RTG program then under way. While the bench-test 
RTGs at Martin used polonium (Po-210) as a fuel source, with its relatively 
short half-life of 138 days, it led to longer-lived systems using plutonium 
(Pu-238) as the isotope of choice for the heat source. As two veterans of this 
project recalled: 

As word spread about a possible flight opportunity, many proposals, including 
some not so credible ones, were put forward. It was clear to those working the 

30. Frank T. McClure, quoted in Vincent L. Pisacane, “The Legacy of Transit: Guest Editor’s 
Introduction,” Johns Hopkins APL Technical Digest 19, no. 1 (1998): 5–10, quotation 
from p. 7.

31. Robert J. Danchik, “An Overview of Transit Development,” Johns Hopkins APL Technical 
Digest 19, no. 1 (1998): 18–26; Patrick W. Binning and Jay W. Middour, “A Brief History 
of NRL’s Early Firsts in Spaceflight,” AAS 07-327, 10 August 2007; and Bradford W. 
Parkinson, Thomas Stansell, Ronald Beard, and Konstantin Gromov, “A History of 
Satellite Navigation,” Navigation: Journal of the Institute of Navigation 42, no. 1 (1996): 
109–164.

32. John Dassoulas as quoted in Engler, “Atomic Power in Space,” p. 22.
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spacecraft design that most of these proposals had not been developed with 
the entire system in mind. One alternative scheme proposed Strontium-90 
(90Sr) as the isotope of choice; however, it involved implementing a shield 
of mercury around the SNAP device (to protect the workers) that could pre-
sumably be drained off prior to launch. This would have imposed significant 
design constraints in safety, reliability, and weight that were clearly unaccept-
able. It should be noted that none of these suggestions came from the SNAP 
office of the AEC.33

In the end the Transit 4A and 4B satellites were provided with SNAP-3B 
power sources by the AEC. Both satellites also used solar cells supplying 
35 watts at the start of the mission in addition to the RTG. 

An early and persistent issue in the use of nuclear power sources for space-
craft was that of safety. It took time and energy to acquire approval to launch 
these nuclear systems, however. The first tests to assure the safety of RTGs 
for Transit spacecraft were conducted in the fall of 1960, and the DOD for-
mally requested that the AEC initiate a program in February 1961 “to pro-
vide two plutonium-238 isotope-fueled generators for TRANSIT satellites to 
be launched in June and July.”34 A detailed safety analysis conducted under 
AEC auspices in March 1961 focused on potential hazards that might result 
from launch or reentry failures. It concluded that, because of the shielding 
developed for the RTG and the nature of the system itself, “if the radioiso-
tope generator considered is launched in the trajectory proposed for Transit 
vehicles, it will not produce a significant radiation hazard.”35 

The AEC’s Glenn Seaborg proved a persistent advocate for this mission. 
He officially asked the president on 6 May 1961 to approve the launch, citing 
the findings of a hazards study that “any danger to the public is extremely 
unlikely.” He added, “I call this to your attention since this first applica-
tion of a nuclear auxiliary power source in space is likely to have a wide 
public impact.”36 The Department of State resisted this launch, in no small 
part because of its international implications, but the DOD and the AEC 
persisted and eventually succeeded in obtaining approval. Before the Transit 

33. John Dassoulas and Ralph L. McNutt Jr., “RTGs on Transit,” paper presented at Space 
Technology and Applications International Forum, February 2007, Albuquerque, NM.

34. John Graham, Acting Chairman of AEC, to Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson, 10 May 
1961, DOE archives, Washington, DC.

35. D. G. Harvey and T. J. Dobry, Safety Analysis of the Transit Generator (Baltimore: The 
Martin Company, MND-P-2479, March 1961), p. vii; and AEC General Manager 
memorandum for Glenn Seaborg and the Commissioners, “Impact Test Results for the 
Transit Generator,” 22 April 1961, DOE archives.

36. Glenn Seaborg to Chet Holifield, JCAE Chair, date uncertain, DOE Archives.
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launch there had been no AEC protocol for delivery of Pu-238 for the inte-
gration tests; AEC officials hand-carried the RTG to the Applied Physics 
Laboratory in the trunk of a private automobile. Security stood guard over 
the system, and engineers completed their integration tests as quickly as pos-
sible. Thereafter, they delivered the RTG to Martin Nuclear in Baltimore, 
where it underwent shipment to Cape Canaveral.37

As this took place, the public learned of the impending launch of a 
nuclear power plant and organized a protest. Picking up on the high-level 
discussions inside the Kennedy administration, on 16 May 1961, the New 
York Times broke the story, suggesting that the “problem confronting the 
Administration … is not so much a technical decision as one of diplomatic, 
political, and psychological considerations.”38 Three days later, the New York 
Times pressed the issue, highlighting concerns from State Department offi-
cials “that in the event of an unsuccessful launching, the satellite, with its 
radioactive parcel, could fall on Cuba or some other Latin-American coun-
try.” They feared, in the politically charged involvement over the failed Bay of 
Pigs invasion of Cuba, that this would add fuel to any international incident 
that might result. Some even expressed concern that other nations might 
“take offense about having radioactive materials flown over their territory.”39

Accordingly, the DOD reconfigured Transit 4A to fly without the RTG, 
reluctantly accepting a lesser capability on orbit. The story differs as to how 
the approval finally came down to fly the RTG on Transit 4A. Some believed 
that it was the culmination of a month-long set of internal negotiations 
between the DOD and the State Department to proceed with the June 1961 
launch of Transit 4A, with final approval clearing the spacecraft for launch on 
23 May 1961.40 Others claimed that it contained the RTG only because of 
the intervention of President Kennedy, who personally gave an approval to 
proceed during a small dinner party at which Seaborg pled the case for the 
mission. Regardless, about two days before the scheduled liftoff, a military 
team flew the RTG from Baltimore to Patrick Air Force Base in Florida, 
where the launch team destacked the payload and inserted the SNAP-3 
system. The vehicle then launched from Launch Complex 17 on 29 June 
1961, and operated for 15 years before the satellite was finally shut down. 

37. Dassoulas and McNutt, “RTGs on Transit.”
38. “Nuclear Power Is a Space Issue,” New York Times, 16 May 1961.
39. “U.S. Hesitates to Use Atom Device in Satellite Flight Across Cuba,” New York Times, 19 

May 1961, p. 2.
40. Glenn T. Seaborg to DOE General Manager, 8 June 1961, Washington, DC; and Howard 

C. Brown Jr. to Glenn T. Seaborg, 23 June 1961, as cited in Engler, “Atomic Power in 
Space,” pp. 25, 125.
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Transit 4B followed on 15 November 1961 and operated until June 1962, 
when a thermoelectric converter in the power unit failed. The satellite ceased 
communications on 2 August 1962, but there were some reports of picking 
up telemetry from it as late as 1971.41

The launch of Transit 4A made headlines. The New York Journal-American 
offered a positive story. It reported: “The successful orbiting of the nuclear 
device … gives American scientists a significant lead over Russia in the race to 
harness atomic power for space exploration.”42 Previous concerns voiced by 
officials from the State Department withered with the success of this flight, 
and serious intergovernmental opposition never found traction thereafter. By 
October, Seaborg was promoting the use of atomic power as the logical tech-
nology to power spacecraft. He asserted: 

The presence of the “atomic battery” in the satellite is a symbol of a “marriage” 
that was bound to occur—between Space and the Atom. We have known for 
some time that the two were made for each other. No one would be tempted, 
at the present time, to abandon other sources of energy for space. However, 
the atom has made greater strides toward coming of age for space application 
in the past few years than many of us could have hoped. The day is not far off 
when atomic energy will be available in many different packages for practical 
use in space vehicles.43

At the same time, he lobbied with Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson, the 
chair of the Space Council, for greater use of space nuclear power. He argued 
that the success of the first mission could be replicated over and over, provid-
ing efficient power systems for spacecraft.44

The initial successes prompted the development of the Transit 5B series 
of satellites containing nuclear power sources. Launched atop Thor Able-Star 

41. S. J. De Amicis, Artificial Earth Satellites Designed and Fabricated by the Johns Hopkins 
University Applied Physics Laboratory, JHU/APL SDO 1600 (rev.) (Laurel, MD: Johns 
Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, 1987); National Research Council 
(NRC), “Past U.S. Nuclear Power and Propulsion Programs,” Priorities in Space Science 
Enabled by Nuclear Power and Propulsion, Committee on Priorities for Space Science 
Enabled by Nuclear Power and Propulsion, Space Studies Board, National Research 
Council (Washington, DC: National Academies Press, 2006), Appendix A; and Dassoulas 
and McNutt, “RTGs on Transit.”

42. “3-in-1 Satellite Is World’s First,” New York Journal-American, 29 June 1961, p. 1.
43. Glenn T. Seaborg, “Nuclear Power and Space,” presentation at International Symposium 

on Aerospace Nuclear Propulsion, Hotel Riviera, Las Vegas, NV, AEC press release, 24 
October 1961, DOE archives.

44. Glenn T. Seaborg to Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson, 4 November 1961; and Lyndon 
B. Johnson to Glenn T. Seaborg, 6 November 1961, both in DOE archives.
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rockets, Transit 5BN-1 reached orbit on 28 September 1963; but it achieved 
gravity-gradient stabilization upside down, which limited its signal output 
to the ground. Transit 5BN-2 was launched with an RTG power source on 
5 December 1963 and operated for approximately one year. The last RTG-
powered navigation satellite, Transit 5BN-3, was launched on 12 April 1964 
but failed to achieve orbit, and its failure prompted widespread concern. 
As a U.S. GAO report noted in the latter 1990s: “In 1964, a TRANSIT 
5BN-3 navigational satellite malfunctioned. Its single RTG, which contained 
2.2 pounds of plutonium fuel, burned up during reentry into Earth’s atmo-
sphere. This RTG was intended to burn up in the atmosphere in the event of 
a reentry.”45 

It did, and this sent shock waves through the world community. The 
Atomic Energy Commission tried to assuage the public’s fears, reporting that 
“from previous safety analysis and tests it had been concluded the reentry 
will cause the plutonium-238 fuel to burn up into particles of about one-
millionth of an inch in diameter. These particles will be widely dispersed …
and would not constitute a health hazard.”46 This proved too optimistic. One 
study concluded that “a worldwide soil sampling program carried out in 1970 
showed SNAP-9A debris present at all continents and at all latitudes.”47 As 
reported in New Scientist, within a decade after its reentry, atmospheric mea-
surements “showed that about 5 percent of its plutonium-238 remained in 
the atmosphere. The activity of the release is about 10 percent of that of 
plutonium-239 released in all tests of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere up 
to now. It is the main source of plutonium-238 in the environment.”48 

NASA’s economic impact statement, conducted in advance of the Cassini 
space launch in 1996, added: 

Since 1964, essentially all of the SNAP-9A release has been deposited on 
the Earth’s surface. About 25 percent … of that release was deposited in the 
northern latitudes, with the remaining 75 percent settling in the southern 
hemisphere . … The release into the atmosphere was consistent with the RTG 
design philosophy of the time. (Subsequent RTGs, including the RTGs on 

45. U.S. GAO Report, “Space Exploration: Power Sources for Deep Space Probes,” U.S. 
GAO/NSIAD-98-102, May 1998, p. 18. 

46. AEG press release, 22 April 1964, attached to a letter from Glenn Seaborg to the Executive 
Secretary, National Aeronautics and Space Council, 23 April 1964, DOE archives.

47. “Emergency Preparedness for Nuclear-Powered Satellites” (Paris: Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development and Swedish National Institute for Radiation 
Protection, 1990), p. 17.

48. “Ariadne,” New Scientist, 2 March 1991, p. 88. See also William J. Broad, “Fallout from 
Nuclear Power in Space,” Science 219, no. 4580 (1983): 38–39.
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the Cassini spacecraft, have been designed to contain the Pu-238 fuel to the 
maximum extent possible, recognizing that there are mass and configuration 
requirements relative to the spacecraft and its mission that must be consid-
ered with the design and configuration of the power source and its related 
safety requirements.)49 

Such reports, and the concerns that they engendered, led to the development 
of a very rigorous testing and safety program and to the restriction of space 
nuclear power to only those missions for which it was absolutely critical.

Its immediate result was to prompt the Navy to rely thereafter on solar-
powered satellites because of the many high-level approvals necessary to 
launch a nuclear power system and the safety hazard inherent in failure. Of 
the six objectives for this series of satellites listed here, only three were fully 
met (3, 4, and 5), while the remainder were at best partially resolved:

1. Provide a means by which U.S. Navy ships may navigate anywhere in 
the world.

2. Demonstrate satisfactory operation of all satellite subsystems.
3. Demonstrate satisfactory operation and potential long life capability of 

the SNAP 9-A power supply.
4. Improve our understanding of the effects of ionospheric refraction on 

radio waves.
5. Demonstrate satisfactory operation of the satellite-borne data injection 

memory system.
6. Increase knowledge of the Earth’s shape and gravitational field.

Each of these satellites contained a SNAP-9A power source: a cylinder 
30.48 centimeters in diameter by 20.32 centimeters high with four radiat-
ing fins, weighing 12.3 kilograms. They provided, when working correctly, 
25 watts at 6 volts for a projected satellite lifetime of five years in space.50

At the same time, the U.S. military flew one nuclear reactor in space, 
solely as a test program, in the mid-1960s. Designated SNAPSHOT, this 
mission was launched from Vandenberg Air Force Base, in California, on 
3 April 1965, with the SNAP-10A reactor. A heritage project based on earlier 
SNAP reactors, the 435-kilogram system produced 500 watts of energy for 

49. NASA Office of Space Science, “Cassini Final Environmental Impact Statement,” June 
1995, pp. 3–44, http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/spacecraft/safety/chap3.pdf (accessed 1 July 
2008). 

50. Gary L. Bennett, “Space Nuclear Power: Opening the Final Frontier,” AIAA 2006-4191, 
presentation at Fourth International Energy Conversion Engineering Conference and 
Exhibit (IECEC), San Diego, CA, 26–29 June 2006, pp. 3–4.
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one year. Precautions abounded for this test: for example, the reactor was 
not started until the spacecraft reached orbit. The test was successful until 
43 days into the mission, when a voltage regulator on the carrier vehicle, an 
Agena upper stage, failed, and the test had to be terminated.51 Thereafter, as 
Canadian nuclear policy analyst Michael Bein commented: 

The only U.S. satellite thus far to carry a nuclear fission reactor failed in 1965 
after 43 days aloft and was subsequently boosted into a 4,000-year orbit in 
order that its radioactivity might have time to decay to safer levels before it 
descends to Earth. Injection into higher orbit is the method of reactor “dis-
posal” preferred by both the American and Soviet programs.52

5. Space Nuclear Power at High Tide

The period between the flights of the Transit navigational satellites and the 
flights of NASA’s outer planetary probes, Voyagers 1 and 2, in the late 1970s 
may best be characterized as the high tide of space nuclear power. During that 
time NASA flew no fewer than 14 RTGs, and the DOD operated another 
11, while the Soviet Union launched 20 on various spacecraft. These included 
RTGs on the Apollo lunar missions, the flights of Pioneers 10 and 11, the 
Viking missions to Mars, and the so-called “Grand Tour” of the solar system 
made by Voyagers 1 and 2. Throughout this period, furthermore, the tech-
nology evolved and became increasingly capable. Table 5.1 depicts the total 
number of RTGs launched to date by the United States on space missions.

Viewing the efforts of the DOD, NASA officials determined that, although 
the possible use of reactors for space power was rejected, RTGs would be 
helpful in its planetary exploration program. For example, as reported in the 
Atomic Energy Commission’s SNAP Fact Sheet: “NASA’s inquiries about 
using RTGs for Project Surveyor—the unmanned soft lunar exploration pro-
gram—had led to work at the AEC on SNAP-11. This device, to be filled 
with curium-242, would weigh 30 pounds, and would provide a minimum 
of 18.6 watts of power continuously for 90-day lunar missions.”53 While 

51. Ibid., p. 5; D. W. Staub, “SNAP 10A Summary Report,” Atomics International Report 
NAA-SR-12073, 25 March 1967; S. S. Voss, “SNAP (Space Nuclear Auxiliary Power) 
Reactor Overview,” June 1982–December 1983, Air Force Weapons Lab, Kirtland AFB, 
NM, Final Report, copy in DOE History Office; and Steven Aftergood, “Nuclear Space 
Mishaps and Star Wars,” Bulletin of Atomic Scientists 42, no. 8 (1986): 40–43, esp. p. 40.

52. Michael Bein, “Star Wars and Reactors in Space: A Canadian View,” 1986, http://www.
animatedsoftware.com/spacedeb/canadapl.htm#ref28 (accessed 1 July 2008). 

53. “AEC SNAP Fact Sheet,” 1 September 1963, quoted in Engler, “Atomic Power in Space,” 
p. 34.
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TABLE 5.1. U.S. Spacecraft Using Radioisotope Systems 

Spacecraft
Power 
Source

No. 
RTGs*

Mission Type
Launch 
Date

Status

Transit 4A SNAP-3 1 Navigational 29 Jun 1961 Currently in orbit

Transit 4B SNAP-3 1 Navigational 15 Nov 1961 Currently in orbit

Transit 5BN-1 SNAP-9A 1 Navigational 28 Sep 1963 Currently in orbit

Transit 5BN-2 SNAP-9A 1 Navigational 5 Dec 1963 Currently in orbit

Transit 5BN-3 SNAP-9A 1 Navigational 12 Apr 1964 Aborted; burned up

Nimbus B-1 SNAP-19 2 Meteorological 18 May 1968 Aborted; retrieved

Nimbus III SNAP-19 2 Meteorological 14 Apr 1969 Currently in orbit

Apollo 11 ALRHU Heater Lunar 16 Jul 1969 On lunar surface

Apollo 12 SNAP-27 1 Lunar/ALSEP 14 Nov 1969 On lunar surface

Apollo 13 SNAP-27 1 Lunar/ALSEP 11 Apr 1970 Aborted in Pacific

Apollo 14 SNAP-27 1 Lunar/ALSEP 31 Jan 1971 On lunar surface

Apollo 15 SNAP-27 1 Lunar/ALSEP 26 Jul 1971 On lunar surface

Pioneer 10 SNAP-19 4 Planetary 2 Mar 1972 Heliopause

Apollo 16 SNAP-27 1 Lunar/ALSEP 16 Apr 1972 On lunar surface

Triad-01-1X Transit-RTG 1 Navigational 2 Sep 1972 Currently in orbit

Apollo 17 SNAP-27 1 Lunar/ALSEP 7 Dec 1972 On lunar surface

Pioneer 11 SNAP-19 4 Planetary 5 Apr 1973 Heliopause

Viking 1 SNAP-19 2 Mars Lander 20 Aug 1975 On Martian surface

Viking 2 SNAP-19 2 Mars Lander 9 Sep 1975 On Martian surface

LES 8, LES 9 MHW-RTG 2, 2 Communication 14 Mar 1976 Currently in orbit

Voyager 2 MHW-RTG 3 Planetary 20 Aug 1977 Heliopause

Voyager 1 MHW-RTG 3 Planetary 5 Sep 1977 Heliopause

Galileo GPHS-RTG 2 Planetary 18 Oct 1989 Intentionally 
deorbited into 
Jupiter

Ulysses GPHS-RTG 1 Planetary 6 Oct 1990 Sun’s polar regions

Mars Pathfinder LWRHU Heater Mars Lander 4 Dec 1996 Operated on Mars

Cassini GPHS-RTG 3 Planetary 15 Oct 1997 Operating at Saturn

New Horizons GPHS-RTG 1 Planetary 19 Jan 2006 En route to Pluto

*All U.S. RTGs are fueled by plutonium-238; the SNAPSHOT reactor was fueled by 
uranium-235.
Source: Gary L. Bennett, James J. Lombardo, and Bernard J. Rock, “Development and Use 
of Nuclear Power Sources for Space Applications,” Journal of the Astronautical Sciences 29, 
no. 4 (1981): 321–342; Nicholas L. Johnson, “Nuclear Power Supplies in Orbit,” Space 
Policy 2, no. 3 (1986): 223–233; and Gary L. Bennett, “Space Nuclear Power: Opening the 
Final Frontier,” AIAA 2006-4191, presentation at Fourth International Energy Conversion 
Engineering Conference and Exhibit (IECEC), San Diego, CA, 26–29 June 2006, p. 2.
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NASA chose to forego RTG usage for Surveyor, the Agency adopted it for 
the Apollo lunar landing program. It had a willing partner in Glenn Seaborg 
and the AEG. A report advocating the use of RTGs emerged from the AEC 
in February 1964, emphasizing the appropriateness of space nuclear power 
for extended and deep space missions because the “performance of ambitious 
space missions will require amounts of reliable power so large that they can 
be achieved only from nuclear systems.”54 A similar report from NASA’s Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory in 1964 advocated the employment of RTGs to power 
deep space probes in cases where solar power would be insufficient to meet 
the needs of the spacecraft.55 In June 1965, NASA and the AEC reached 
agreement on the establishment of a joint Space Nuclear Systems Division. 
Harry Finger, the senior official working on space nuclear issues, emphasized 
the need “to develop systems that bracket as broad a range of potential mis-
sion uses as possible, and parallel with this, continue to push the technology 
into more advanced areas in order to try to improve the performance and life 
capability of these systems.”56 

Even with this impetus, it took five years after the loss of Transit 5BN-3 for 
another RTG to reach orbit, and the effort to achieve it was slow and prickly. 
As never before, NASA weighed in to ensure the safety of the RTGs from 
any conceivable accident. The AEC was a willing accomplice, of course, and 
took this charge seriously. The management structure evolved to carry out 
this mission. First, the two organizations used the joint office to coordinate 
all efforts, giving it both authority and responsibility to conduct the program 
effectively and safely. Like the larger Apollo program, the joint office pursued 
RTG efforts with the same top-down leadership style that was so success-
ful elsewhere, emphasizing configuration control and project management 
as the only true means of achieving acceptable results. This centralization 
of design, engineering, procurement, testing, construction, manufacturing, 
spare parts, logistics, training, and operations worked well. The approach was 
lauded in the November 1968 issue of Science magazine, the publication of 
the American Association for the Advancement of Science:

54. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, “Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary Power: A Report by 
the Commission,” TID-201O3, February 1964.

55. Eric S. Pedersen, “Heat-Sterilizable Power Source Study for Advanced Mariner Missions,” 
JPL Technical Memorandum No. 33–780, 1 July 1964, NASA Center for Aerospace 
Information, Linthicum, MD.

56. “Agreement Between the Atomic Energy Commission and the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration on Space Nuclear Systems,” draft prepared by AEC General 
Manager, 22 January 1965; and “AEC Creates Division of Space Nuclear Systems: Harold 
B. Finger Named Director,” AEC press release, 17 June 1965, both in NASA Historical 
Reference Collection.
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In terms of numbers of dollars or of men, NASA has not been our largest 
national undertaking, but in terms of complexity, rate of growth, and techno-
logical sophistication it has been unique . … It may turn out that [the space 
program’s] most valuable spin-off of all will be human rather than technologi-
cal: better knowledge of how to plan, coordinate, and monitor the multitu-
dinous and varied activities of the organizations required to accomplish great 
social undertakings.57

Finger employed the same approach in building and flying the RTGs used 
in the Apollo program and other missions of NASA. The AEC’s Bernard Rock 
reflected on this approach to overseeing the RTG program and its influence 
on other activities of his organization: “My background was technical, but 
I soon saw how important management was in the NASA scheme of things 
and I sensed that this concern with management was correct. I went out 
and enrolled in some courses in engineering administration . … Apollo was 
many orders of magnitude greater in size and complexity than” other AEC 
programs and it was successful largely because of its rigorous management.58

The SNAP-27 RTG became the power supply for the Apollo Lunar Surface 
Experiments Package (ALSEP) that was left on the Moon by all Apollo mis-
sions but the first one (see figure 5.5). This was largely because of the scien-
tific objectives of the Apollo program. Of course, the reasons for undertaking 
Apollo had little to do with furthering scientific understanding. Its impetus 
rested almost solely on Cold War rivalries and the desire to demonstrate tech-
nological verisimilitude to the peoples of all the nations of the world. Even so, 
a great deal of good scientific knowledge emerged from the exercise as scien-
tists gained entrée to the program and maximized the scientific return on this 
investment. They succeeded in having established at each of the landing sites 
a self-contained experiments package that would measure, record and send 
data back to Earth on a variety of factors, such as seismic occurrences, sur-
face vibrations, responses of the Moon to fluctuations in solar and terrestrial 
magnetic fields, and changes in the low concentrations of gas in the virtually 
nonexistent lunar atmosphere.59

Ongoing debates about the size and mass of experiments, as well as their 
power requirements, roiled the mission planning efforts throughout the mid-
1960s. The scientists agreed that the first investigations should relate to geol-
ogy (especially sample collection), geochemistry, and geophysics. They also 

57. Dael Wolfe, “The Administration of NASA,” Science 163 (15 November 1968): 753.
58. Bernard Rock, as quoted in Engler, “Atomic Power in Space,” p. 59.
59. Edgar M. Cortright, ed., Apollo Expeditions to the Moon (Washington, DC: NASA SP-

1975-350, 1975), pp. 240–241. 
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agreed that the early landings should focus on the return of as many diverse 
lunar rock and soil samples as feasible, the deployment of long-lasting surface 
instruments, and the geological exploration of the immediate landing areas 
by each crew. These could be expanded later to include surveys of the whole 
Moon and detailed studies of specific sites in the equatorial belt.60

The scientific “geeks” exploited this opportunity to place more than 50 
experiments on the various Apollo missions and, in the case of the last land-
ing mission, to have one of their own, Harrison Schmitt, undertake fieldwork 
on the Moon. The science packages deployed on the Moon included the fol-
lowing types of experiments:

60. NASA 1965 Summer Conference on Lunar Exploration and Science, Falmouth, Massachusetts, 
July 19–31, 1965 (Washington, DC: NASA SP-88, 1965), pp. 7–12, 16–19. 

Credit: NASA

FIGURE 5.5. On the Moon in 1969, Apollo 12 astronaut Alan Bean prepares to load 
the plutonium-238 heat source in the SNAP-2 thermoelectric generator. This genera-
tor produced 73 watts of power for the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package 
for nearly eight years. 
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• Soil Mechanics Investigation studied the properties of the lunar soil 
(Apollo 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, and 17).

• Solar Wind Composition Experiment collected samples of the solar wind 
for analysis on Earth (Apollo 11, 12, 14, 15, and 16).

• Passive Seismic Experiment detected lunar “moonquakes” and provided 
information about the internal structure of the Moon (Apollo 11, 12, 
14, 15, and 16).

• Laser Ranging Retroreflector measured very precisely the distance 
between the Earth and the Moon (Apollo 11, 14, and 15).

• Lunar Dust Detector studied the effects of lunar dust on the operation 
of the experiment package (Apollo 11, 12, 14, and 15).

• Lunar Surface Magnetometer measured the strength of the Moon’s mag-
netic field (Apollo 11, 12, 15, and 16).

• Lunar Portable Magnetometer measured the strength of the Moon’s 
magnetic field (Apollo 14 and 16).

• Cold Cathode Gauge measured the abundance of gases in the lunar 
atmosphere (Apollo 12, 14, and 15).

• Suprathermal Ion Detector Experiment studied the lunar ionosphere 
(Apollo 12, 14, and 15).

• Solar Wind Spectrometer measured the composition of the solar wind 
(Apollo 12 and 15).

• Active Seismic Experiment provided information about the structure of 
the upper 100 meters of the lunar regolith (Apollo 14 and 16).

• Charged Particle Lunar Environment Experiment measured plasmas 
around the Moon (Apollo 14). 

• S-Band Transponder Experiment measured regional variations in the 
Moon’s gravitational acceleration (Apollo 14, 15, 16, and 17).

• Bistatic Radar Experiment measured scattering of radar waves from the 
lunar surface (Apollo 14).

• Heat Flow Experiment measured the amount of heat coming off of the 
Moon (Apollo 15, 16, and 17). 

• Metric and Panoramic Cameras provided systematic photography of the 
lunar surface (Apollo 15, 16, and 17).

• Laser Altimeter measured the heights of lunar surface features (Apollo 
15, 16, and 17).

• X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometer Experiment measured the composition 
of the lunar surface (Apollo 15, 16, and 17).

• Gamma-ray Spectrometer Experiment measured the composition of the 
lunar surface (Apollo 15, 16, and 17).

• Alpha Particle Spectrometer Experiment measured radon emission from 
the lunar surface (Apollo 15, 16, and 17).
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• Orbital Mass Spectrometer Experiment measured the composition of the 
lunar atmosphere (Apollo 15, 16, and 17).

• Bistatic Radar Experiment measured the scattering of radar waves from 
the lunar surface (Apollo 15, 16, and 17).

• Subsatellite measured regional variations in the Moon’s gravitational 
acceleration and magnetic field and the distribution of charged par-
ticles around the Moon (Apollo 15, 16, and 17).

• Far Ultraviolet Camera/Spectrograph took pictures and spectra of astro-
nomical objects in ultraviolet light (Apollo 16).

• Cosmic Ray Detector measured very high-energy cosmic rays from the 
Sun and other parts of our galaxy (Apollo 16 and 17).

• Active Seismic Experiment provided information about the structure of 
the upper 100 meters of the lunar regolith (Apollo 16 and 17).

• Lunar Surface Magnetometer measured how the strength of the Moon’s 
magnetic field varied over time (Apollo 16).

• Traverse Gravimeter Experiment measured how the Moon’s gravita-
tional acceleration varied at different locations near the landing site, 
which helped to measure the thickness of the basalt layer in this region 
(Apollo 17).

• Lunar Neutron Probe measured the penetration of neutrons into the 
lunar regolith, which helped to measure the overturn rate of the rego-
lith (Apollo 17).

• Surface Electrical Properties measured the propagation of electrical 
waves through the lunar crust (Apollo 17).

• Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment provided information about the 
structure of the upper kilometer of the lunar crust (Apollo 17).

• Lunar Atmospheric Composition Experiment measured the composition 
of the Moon’s tenuous atmosphere (Apollo 17).

• Lunar Ejecta and Meteorites Experiment measured the impact of small 
meteorites on the Moon (Apollo 17).

• Lunar Surface Gravimeter attempted to detect gravity waves (Apollo 17).
• Apollo Lunar Sounder Experiment used radar to study the structure of 

the upper kilometer of the lunar crust (Apollo 17).
• Ultraviolet Spectrometer Experiment studied the composition of the 

lunar atmosphere (Apollo 17).
• Infrared Radiometer measured the cooling of the Moon’s surface at 

night as a way to determine the physical properties of the lunar soil 
(Apollo 17).
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Collectively, these experiments yielded more than 10,000 scientific papers 
and a major reinterpretation of the origins and evolution of the Moon.61

The Bendix Aerospace Systems Division developed the Apollo Lunar 
Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP) to support these activities, to be 
powered by a Pu-238-fueled, 75-watt isotopic power unit built by General 
Electric. This unit later had to be downsized to 50 watts, and ultimately the 
SNAP-27 was useful only when armed by an astronaut during extravehicular 
activity (EVA). It would therefore provide power on the Moon throughout 
the long (14-Earth-day) lunar night for the ALSEP but could not be used 
on robotic missions.62 All but Apollo 11 used the SNAP-27, and that first 
mission used a smaller, nuclear heating unit. George E. Mueller, NASA’s 
Associate Administrator for Manned Space flight, explained why:

We have sharpened the focus on some of the problems involved. The first 
landing mission represents a large step from orbital operations . … The 1⁄6 g 
lunar surface environment will be a new experience. We cannot simulate it 
completely on Earth. We find that we simply do not have as much metabolic 
data as we would like in order to predict with high confidence, rates in a 
1⁄6 g environment. Only educated guesses are possible on the difficulties the 
astronaut will have in maneuvering on the surface or the time it will take him 
to accomplish assigned tasks . … The decision not to carry ALSEP on the first 
mission is due to the time necessary for deployment and not to any concern of 
operating with the RTG. You have the strongest advance assurance I can give 
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that ALSEP will be carried on the second mission. I also foresee significant 
RTG use in the future as lunar exploration progresses.63

The first use of the RTG on Apollo 12 proved a moment of truth for its pro-
ponents. Not that they were unconcerned for the safety of the astronauts—
all precautions were taken, but the crew had trouble deploying the system. 
Astronaut Alan Bean easily deployed the ALSEP as intended, but he could not 
activate the RTG. As Mission Commander Pete Conrad relayed to Mission 
Control: “It really gets you mad, Houston . … Al put the tool on, screwed it 
all the way down and the fuel element would not come out of the kit. He’s 
taking the tool off and working it again.” Bean added: “I tell you what worries 
me, Pete. If I pull on it too hard, it’s a very delicate lock mechanism … just 
get the feeling that it’s hot and swelled in there or something. It doesn’t want 
to come out . … Come out of there, rascal.” Bean used a common technique 
when frustrated by a mechanical device—he got a hammer. That sent the 
RTG staff into a spin, but his light taps were sufficient to dislodge the fuel 
capsule and activate the RTG. The SNAP-27 then began to produce power 
for the ALSEP as intended and operated thereafter without any problem. The 
first use of an RTG on a human mission was successful.64

In no small measure because of the ALSEP’s capacity for sustained opera-
tion, the Apollo program proved one of the most significant scientific expe-
ditions ever undertaken. Lunar geologist Don Wilhelms commented on the 
state of knowledge about the Moon resulting from Apollo in his outstanding 
1993 recollection, To a Rocky Moon: 

I think that to a first approximation we can summarize the geologic style of 
the Moon very simply. Primary and secondary impacts, helped by a little lava 
and minor faulting, have created almost the entire range of lunar landforms. 
The cosmic impact catastrophes have alternated with gentle volcanic extru-
sions and an occasional fire fountain originating deep in the Moon’s inte-
rior. Horizontal plate motions like those of Earth are unknown on the Moon. 
Vertical motions are more important, but only in the settling of the mare mas-
cons and in the rise of crater floors that are not loaded with mare basalt. The 
Moon’s face has been molded by the rise of basaltic magmas into receptacles 
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dug in plagioclase-rich terra material by impacts. The Moon is neither cosmic 
exotica nor a little Earth.65

As reported in Science in 1973: “Man’s knowledge of the Moon has been 
dramatically transformed during the brief 3½ years between the first and last 
Apollo landing[s].”66

The only other difficulty with the RTGs used in the Apollo program came 
as a result of the failure of Apollo 13 and the near-loss of the crew. Like its 
sister missions, Apollo 13 had an ALSEP on the lunar module powered by 
an RTG that would have been left on the Moon had the mission not been 
aborted. As it was, the lunar module returned to Earth with the capsule and 
crew and was jettisoned over the Pacific Ocean prior to the crew’s reentry 
into the atmosphere. It was targeted for the Tonga Trench, one of the deepest 
points in the Pacific, and all evidence suggests that the RTG impacted the 
ocean as intact. Crews trolled the area in search of debris, measuring radio-
activity in the area. They found none. Everyone involved in the investiga-
tion agreed that the lunar module had broken up on reentry, as anticipated, 
but that the graphite-encased plutonium-238 fuel cask survived the breakup 
and went down intact to more than 20,000 feet in the depths of the Tonga 
Trench. Some RTG insiders went on television to reassure the public that no 
one was in danger from the RTG. Even so, there was not much public outcry. 

One AEC engineer close to the program recalled that he received only 
two questions about this potential safety issue; he assured them that there 
was no reason for concern. The AEC issued a statement about two weeks 
after the Apollo 13 mission, indicating that “air sampling over the predicted 
impact area of the SNAP-27 fuel cask freed from the Apollo 13 lunar module 
showed no traces of radiation above that already present in the atmosphere. 
The absence of additional radiation indicates that the cask containing the plu-
tonium fuel survived as designed the heat of reentry, impacted in the South 
Pacific intact and sank to the ocean bottom.”67 Some antinuclear power activ-
ists never accepted this conclusion, but no compelling evidence to the con-
trary has ever been brought forward.

A major shift in the use of space nuclear power came with NASA’s decision 
to pursue outer-planetary exploration. In the early 1960s several scientists 
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realized that once every 176 years, both the Earth and all the giant planets 
of the solar system gather on one side of the Sun, making possible close-
up observation of all the planets in the outer solar system in a single flight. 
This geometric line-up made up Voyager’s so-called “Grand Tour.” Moreover, 
the flyby of each planet would bend the spacecraft’s flight path and increase 
its velocity enough to deliver it to the next destination. This would occur 
through a complicated process known as “gravity assist,” something like a 
slingshot effect, whereby the flight time to Neptune could be reduced from 
30 to 12 years. Such a configuration was due to occur in the late 1970s, and 
it led to one of the most significant space-probe efforts undertaken by the 
United States.68 

For such a lengthy mission, NASA would need a long-lasting power 
source. Solar power would not work because of the distance from the Sun; the 
logical, perhaps the only realistic, answer was to use RTGs to generate power 
on the spacecraft. To prepare the way for a more extensive Grand Tour, NASA 
conceived Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 as outer solar system probes stripped 
bare through successive budgetary constraints that forced a somewhat less 
ambitious effort than originally intended (see figure 5.6). Both were small 
nuclear-powered, spin-stabilized spacecraft that Atlas–Centaur launched. 
Pioneer 10 was launched on 3 March 1972. It arrived at Jupiter on the night 
of 3 December 1973, and although many were concerned that the spacecraft 
might be damaged by intense radiation discovered in Jupiter’s orbital plane, 
the spacecraft survived, transmitted data about the planet, and continued on 
its way out of the solar system, away from the center of the Milky Way galaxy.

In 1973, NASA launched Pioneer 11, providing scientists with their first 
close-up view of Jupiter. The close approach and the spacecraft’s speed of 
107,373 miles per hour, by far the fastest ever reached by an object launched 
from Earth, hurled Pioneer 11 across the solar system some 1.5 billion 
miles toward Saturn, where it encountered the planet’s south pole within 
26,600 miles of its cloud tops in December 1974. In 1979, Pioneer 11 again 
encountered Saturn, this time passing within 13,000 miles of the planet, where 
it discovered two new moonlets and a new ring, and charted Saturn’s mag-
netosphere, its magnetic field, its climate and temperatures, and the general 
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structure of its interior. In 1990, Pioneer 11 officially departed the solar 
system by passing beyond Pluto and heading toward interstellar space at the 
center of the Milky Way galaxy. Pioneer 11 ended its mission 30 September 
1995, when the last transmission from the spacecraft was received.69 

69. Mark Wolverton, The Depths of Space: The Pioneers Planetary Probes (Washington, DC: 
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Isotopic Nuclear Systems on the NASA PIONEER Spacecraft” (staff paper), 30 December 
1971, DOE Archives; “Pioneer’s Success Buoys Saturn Hopes,” Aviation Week & Space 
Technology, 9 December 1974, p. 16; Palmer Dyal, “Pioneers 10 and 11 Deep Space 
Missions,” NASA Technical Memorandum 102269, February 1990, NASA Center for 
Aerospace Information, NASA HQ, Washington, DC; Charles F. Hall, “Pioneer 10 and 
Pioneer 11,” Science 188, no. 4187 (1975): 445–446; and J. W. Dyer, “Pioneer Saturn,” 
Science 207, no. 4429 (1980): 400–401.

Credit: NASA

FIGURE 5.6. The Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft, launched in 1972 and 1973, respec-
tively, used RTGs to power them on their voyages to Jupiter and Saturn. Four RTGs 
are mounted on two booms extending from the spacecraft, shown here in tandem. 
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Earth received Pioneer 10’s last, very weak signal on 22 January 2003. The 
last time a Pioneer 10 contact actually returned telemetry data was 27 April 
2002. At last contact, Pioneer 10 was 7.6 billion miles from Earth, or 82 times 
the nominal distance between the Sun and Earth. At that distance it takes 
more than 11 hours and 20 minutes for the radio signal, traveling at the speed 
of light, to reach Earth. The spacecraft will continue to coast silently as a ghost 
ship into interstellar space, heading generally toward the red star Aldebaran, 
which forms the eye of the constellation Taurus (The Bull). Aldebaran is about 
68 light years away. It will take Pioneer 10 more than two million years to 
reach it. “From Ames Research Center and the Pioneer Project, we send our 
thanks to the many people at the Deep Space Network (DSN) and the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) who made it possible to hear the spacecraft signal 
for this long,” said Pioneer 10 Flight Director David Lozier at the time of the 
last contact.70 

Both Pioneer 10 and 11 were remarkable space probes, stretching from a 
30-month design life cycle into a mission of more than 20 years and return-
ing useful data not just about the Jovian planets of the solar system but also 
about some of the mysteries of the interstellar universe.71 The program—per-
haps this is an understatement—was a huge success. Such success would not 
have resulted without the four RTGs on each spacecraft providing power. 
Each Pioneer spacecraft employed four SNAP-19 generators as the sole power 
source mounted in tandem pairs on extendable booms 120 degrees apart. As 
stated in the SNAP-19 final report: 

For this first all-nuclear power application in outer space, each RTG is required 
to produce 30 watts at high probability (0.995) at Jovian encounter, which is 
specified to occur up to 36 months after delivery to NASA. This performance 
is to be achieved in accord with the constraints of 38 to 42.5 watts at delivery 
and a maximum weight of 30.5 pounds. The flight time through the asteroid 
belt and up to encounter with Jupiter is between 20 and 30 months. Thus, 
the 36-month specification includes six months operation (most with RTG 
output shorted) prior to launch and the maximum travel time. 
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This report added: “The fuel is in the form of pucks, about 2 inches in diam-
eter and 0.2 inch thick, of plutonium moly cermet (PMC). Eighteen pucks 
comprise a complete fuel stack for the capsule.”72 

The spacecraft also had a dozen radioisotope heater units (RHUs), each 
generating 1 watt, to heat components in space. They were strategically placed 
in the Thruster Cluster Assembly, near the Sun sensor, and at the magnetom-
eter. There was no problem with the long-term power capabilities of these 
RTGs. As one account of the mission noted: “The spacecraft continued to 
make valuable scientific investigations in the outer regions of the solar system 
until routine tracking of the probe was stopped on 31 March 1997, for bud-
getary reasons, and NASA formally decommissioned it.”73

In the meantime, NASA technicians prepared to launch what became 
known as the Voyager probes. Even though the four-planet mission was 
known to be possible, it soon became too expensive to build a spacecraft that 
could go the distance, carry the instruments needed, and last long enough 
to accomplish such an extended mission. Thus, the two Voyager spacecraft 
were funded to conduct intensive flyby studies of Jupiter and Saturn only—
in effect repeating on a more elaborate scale the flights of the two Pioneers. 
Nonetheless, the engineers designed as much longevity into the two Voyagers 
as the $865-million budget would allow. NASA launched them from the 
Kennedy Space Center, Florida: Voyager 2 lifted off on 20 August 1977, and 
Voyager 1 entered space on a faster, shorter trajectory on 5 September 1977. 
The three RTGs on the two Voyagers each weighed 56 kilograms, had a diam-
eter of 42.2 centimeters, and a length of 114 centimeters. Like the SNAP-27 
that served as a power source on the Moon during the Apollo mission, this 
RTG consisted of a cylindrical fuel supply surrounded by rings of thermo-
couples. Again, there were cooling fins attached to the cold shoes of the ther-
mocouples. Using plutonium-238 as the fuel source, as in previous missions, 
these elements were shaped so that each pellet produced approximately 250 
watts of thermal power. 

The fuel modules were encased in a heat- and impact-resistant shell 
designed to prevent a vehicle accident from releasing plutonium. The testing 
on this power source showed that the RTG containers would remain intact 
even in a launch-vehicle explosion or a reentry accident.74 As the mission 
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progressed, having successfully accomplished all its objectives at Jupiter and 
Saturn by December 1980, additional flybys of the two outermost giant 
planets, Uranus and Neptune, proved possible—and irresistible—to mis-
sion scientists. Accordingly, as the two spacecraft flew across the solar system, 
remote-control reprogramming was used to redirect the Voyagers for the 
greater mission. Eventually Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 explored all the giant 
outer planets, 48 of their moons, and the unique systems of rings and mag-
netic fields those planets possess.75

The two spacecraft returned information to Earth that has revolutionized 
solar-system science, helping resolve some key questions while raising intrigu-
ing new ones about the origin and evolution of the planets. The two Voyagers 
took well over 100,000 images of the outer planets, rings, and satellites as 
well as millions of magnetic, chemical spectra, and radiation measurements. 
They discovered rings around Jupiter, volcanoes on Io, shepherding satellites 
in Saturn’s rings, new moons around Uranus and Neptune, and geysers on 
Triton. The last imaging sequence was Voyager 1’s portrait of most of the solar 
system, showing Earth and six other planets as sparks in a dark sky lit by a 
single bright star, the Sun. Now traveling out of the solar system in the early 
21st century, Voyager 2 has reached the heliopause and sent back the first 
information ever received from the outer boundary of our solar neighbor-
hood. It revealed that at a distance of 83.7 astronomical units the spacecraft 
had five encounters with the termination shock, something unexpected as it 
passed into interstellar space.76 

As of 2015, Voyager has continued to return scientific data. 
Communications remain possible until its nuclear power sources can no 
longer supply enough electricity to power critical subsystems. Originally built 
to explore Jupiter and Saturn, Voyager 1 is today farther from Earth than any 
other human-made object and speeding outward at more than 38,000 miles 
per hour. Both spacecraft carry phonograph records (primitive DVDs) that 
contain sounds and images portraying the diversity of life and culture on 
Earth. Perhaps 40,000 years from now, when the Voyager spacecraft come 
within the vicinity of nearby stars, these records will be discovered and played 
by an intelligent alien being, if such exists. On the 22 April 1978 broadcast 
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of the television program Saturday Night Live, comedian Steve Martin breath-
lessly announced that extraterrestrials had found the record and sent back 
the message “Send more Chuck Berry.”77 Again, such success would not have 
resulted without the RTGs on each spacecraft providing electrical power.

One observer has called the 1970s the “golden age” of planetary science, 
perhaps a bit of an overstatement, but appropriate in certain ways in part 
because of the power capabilities of the RTGs placed on planetary probes.78 
Virtually every year in that decade brought the launch of at least one major 
planetary probe and the start of several others that were not launched until 
the late 1980s.79 Indeed, 12 planetary probes launched during the 1970s vis-
ited all of the planets of the solar system, some landing on such bodies as 
Mars. The solar system exploration program of the 1970s was the stuff of 
legend and myth, in some measure because of its success. Yet it was also much 
more. It represented a rich harvest of knowledge about Earth’s neighboring 
planets, a transformation of our understanding of the solar system’s origin 
and evolution, and a demonstration of what might be accomplished using 
limited resources when focusing on scientific goals rather than large human 
spaceflight programs aimed at buttressing American prestige.80

6. Reconsideration and Retrenchment

From the very first conceptualization of space, nuclear power engineers wor-
ried about its safety. Even more than nuclear reactor power plants and sub-
marines powered by nuclear reactors, the challenges of ensuring the safety of 
individuals in the event of catastrophe consumed the designers and builders 
of RTGs. The AEC used plutonium-238 as the fuel of choice for RTGs pri-
marily because it emits “alpha” particles, known to be the least-penetrating 
type of radiation, incapable of supporting a chain reaction, and sustaining a 
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long half-life.81 This meant that the danger to living organisms rested with 
ingesting radioactive particles dispersed in the atmosphere should the capsule 
containing the fuel be breached in an explosion on launch or during a reentry. 
The key to safety therefore relied on redoubling efforts to ensure successful 
launches and hardening the containers in the event of catastrophe. 

Extensive and ongoing tests by the AEC/DOE on a successive generation 
of plutonium-238 fuel capsules served to lessen this danger to the extent that 
nuclear space power’s advocates have argued it had little risk. As one state-
ment from an engineering firm working on this technology stated: 

The potential hazard is essentially zero. The fuel modules are unlikely to be 
bre[a]ched in any accident, but even if all of the coatings and containers were 
to fail, there is little chance that any person would consume enough material 
to cause any health consequences. Plutonium oxide is a dense and relatively 
nonreactive material; it is most likely that it would rapidly fall out of the air 
and sink to the bottom of the ocean.82 

The Atomic Energy Commission, later the DOE, also enforced a rigorous 
process of reviews and approvals to obtain permission to launch an RTG on 
a mission. Its regulators forever questioned every aspect of the construction 
of the hardware, the safety of the transporting and handling, the placement 
of the RTGs on the spacecraft, the reliability of the launch vehicles, and the 
conduct of the mission as a whole.83

For the first decade and a half of space nuclear power, the public—even 
though it had an interest in the risk that RTGs and space nuclear reactors 
portended—did not register serious misgivings about the use of this technol-
ogy in space. This changed rather dramatically in the later 1970s in response 
to two incidents, one directly bearing on space operations and the other a 
dramatic ground accident. On 24 January 1978, the Soviet Cosmos 954 
reentered the atmosphere, spreading thousands of pieces of radioactive debris 
over more than 100,000 square kilometers of northwest Canada. A few of the 
recovered fragments showed a high degree of radioactivity. “The Cosmos 954 
reactor included 110 pounds of highly enriched uranium 235,” according 
to the Time story reporting on the incident. “This is a long-lived fuel whose 
‘half-life’—the time it takes for half the material to lose its radioactivity—is 
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an astonishing 713 million years.”84 These reports prompted U.S. President 
Jimmy Carter to propose a moratorium on the use of nuclear power for space-
flight. “If we cannot evolve those fail-safe methods, then I think there ought 
to be a total prohibition against [nuclear-powered] Earth-orbiting satellites,” 
he said. A permanent ban, of course, did not take place, but what did result 
was a more strict control regime that emerged in the aftermath of the acci-
dent, recompense for the government of Canada and its citizens, and a delay 
of more than a decade in the launch of RTGs on U.S. space probes, and then 
exclusively for outer planetary missions.85

The Cosmos 954 incident raised the consciousness of the public about the 
potential hazards of nuclear power in space. Coupled with the public’s intense 
reaction to the serious accident at Unit 2 of the Three Mile Island nuclear 
power plant in Pennsylvania in March 1979, the Cosmos 954 event quickly 
eroded support for the use nuclear power in any setting. By October 1981, 
according to one study, a majority of Americans opposed nuclear power for 
the first time since the advent of the atomic age: “In fact, over the last four 
surveys spanning 7 years [through 1988], opposition has exceeded support by 
a margin of about 2:1, a complete flip-flop from the earliest Harris survey.”86 

The significance of the Three Mile Island accident to public perceptions 
of risk tied to the technology cannot be overestimated. Although most ana-
lysts had believed prior to that accident that public perceptions of risk were 
related to serious loss of life and destruction of property, this accident defied 
the model. “Despite the fact that not a single person died, and few if any 
latent cancer fatalities are expected,” wrote Paul Slovic in Science magazine, 
“no other accident in our history has produced such costly societal impacts.” 
It stampeded the public toward more expensive and arguably more envi-
ronmentally destructive power sources. It made virtually impossible the 

84. “Cosmos 954: An Ugly Death,” Time, 6 February 1978, http://www.time.com/time/
magazine/article/0,9171,945940-1,00.html (accessed 4 July 2008). 

85. Glenn H. Reynolds and Robert P. Merges, Outer Space: Problems of Law and Policy 
(Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1998), pp. 179–186; W. K. Gummer, F. R. Campbell, 
G. B. Knight, and J. L. Richard, Cosmos 954: The Occurrence and Nature of Recovered 
Debris (Hull, Quebec: Canadian Government Publishing Center, INFO-0006, 1980), 
p. 11; Philip J. Klass, “Technical, Political Concerns Impede Space Nuclear Power,” 
Aviation Week & Space Technology, 1 February 1988, p. 59; and Carl Q. Christol, 
“International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects,” American Journal of 
International Law 74 (April 1980): 346–371.

86. Eugene A. Rosa and Riley E. Dunlap, “Poll Trends: Nuclear Power, Three Decades of 
Public Opinion,” Public Opinion Quarterly 58, no. 2 (1994): 295–324, quotation from 
p. 296. See also Connie de Boer and Ineke Catsburg, “A Report: The Impact of Nuclear 
Accidents on Attitudes Toward Nuclear Energy,” Public Opinion Quarterly 52, no. 2 
(1988): 254–261.
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continuation of the nuclear power capability of the nation and the advance-
ment of that technology. “It may even have led to a more hostile view of 
other complex technologies, such as chemical manufacturing and genetic 
engineering,” Slovic added. This increasing public concern was not mirrored 
in the scientific and technical communities, which contended that the risk 
was manageable.87 For the next two decades this opposition to nuclear power 
would be manifested in direct confrontations with antinuclear activists on all 
launches of spacecraft using RTGs for on-board power.

7. Direct Resistance to the Use of RTGs: The Galileo and 
Cassini Missions

After the Three Mile Island accident the use of RTGs in space missions met 
direct opposition from the antinuclear community. Five missions employ-
ing nuclear material have been flown since that accident—Galileo (1989), 
Ulysses (1990), Mars Pathfinder (1996), Cassini (1997), and New Horizons 
(2006)—and all of them received some form of public opposition. Also, with 
the loss of Challenger in a fiery explosion on 28 January 1986, any probe 
with nuclear material to be deployed from the Space Shuttle received serious 
scrutiny from the public. The Galileo and Cassini missions were what most 
concerned antinuclear activists, and efforts to prevent both launches took 
extravagant turns. On 18 October 1989, NASA’s Galileo spacecraft, again 
with RTGs to provide on-board power, began a gravity-assisted journey to 
Jupiter, where it sent a probe into the atmosphere and observed the planet 
and its satellites for several years beginning in December 1995. 

Jupiter was of great interest to scientists because it appeared to contain 
material in an original state left over from the formation of the solar system, 
and the mission was designed to investigate the chemical composition and 
physical state of Jupiter’s atmosphere and satellites. A mission in the planning 
since the late 1970s to be deployed from the Shuttle, after the loss of the 
Challenger, Galileo brought together government officials and the public to 
force a review of what was proposed. Representative Edward Markey (D-MA) 
persuaded the Department of Energy to release its risk analysis of the Galileo 
and Ulysses mission launches, which contained the disturbing conclusion 
that launch failures on those flights could result in between 202 and 386 
cancer deaths, more than quintuple the national average. 

The proposed use of the Centaur liquid hydrogen–liquid oxygen upper 
stage attached to the space probe as the vehicle that would propel Galileo 

87. Paul Slovic, “Perception of Risk,” Science 236, no. 4799 (1987): 280–285.
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and Ulysses from the Shuttle’s cargo bay on their journeys ensured that an 
explosion on launch would be more destructive than any ever experienced 
before. The post-Challenger accident probability estimates and the high vola-
tility of the Centaur upper stages persuaded NASA Administrator James C. 
Fletcher to scrap plans to use Centaurs from the payload bay. This decision 
led to a reconsideration of the manner in which NASA would send Galileo 
on its way beyond Earth’s orbit. An inertial upper stage (IUS), though much 
less powerful than the Centaur, was called upon to do the job of sending the 
spacecraft to Jupiter; but it would require the use of complex orbital mechan-
ics, including flyby gravity assists of Venus and Earth, to reach Jupiter. The 
same process took place with Ulysses, a mission dedicated to solar astronomy, 
which deployed in 1990.88

NASA also considered replacing the two RTGs on the spacecraft with 
solar arrays because of the political issues associated with a launched nuclear-
powered satellite in an environment of considerable public opposition. The 
project team eventually rejected this replacement because of several technical 
factors. As the study team for the alternate Galileo power system noted: “In 
view of the insurmountable mass and schedule difficulties associated with a 
solar retrofit of Galileo, the study team concluded that the only alternative 
to an RTG-powered Galileo mission would be to cancel the Galileo mission 
and design a completely new, solar-powered spacecraft for the late 1990s.” 
Based on this conclusion, NASA pursued and eventually received permission 
to deploy the RTG-powered Galileo spacecraft from the payload bay of the 
Space Shuttle in 1989.89

The space agency’s environmental impact statement analyzed the physi-
cal hazards of the mission and concluded that, as in all such space missions, 
the launch sequence held the most potential hazard to living things on the 
Earth’s surface: 

88. H. Josef Hebert, “Questions Raised About Launching Spaceships with Nuclear Payloads,” 
Associated Press, 19 February 1986; Eliot Brenner, “Study Estimates Plutonium Risks 
from Shuttle Blast,” United Press International, 18 March 1986; “Space Agency Readies 
Environmental Statement,” United Press International, 23 November 1987, all in NASA 
Historical Reference Collection. See also Philip M. Boffey, “Nuclear Reactor Hazard 
Is New Concern in Shuttle Flights,” New York Times, 18 March 1986, p. C1; Kathy 
Sawyer, “NASA Junks Rocket Plan Because of Safety Concerns,” Washington Post, 20 June 
1986, p. A1; and Virginia P. Dawson and Mark D. Bowles, Taming Liquid Hydrogen: 
The Centaur Upper Stage Rocket, 1958–2002 (Washington, DC: NASA SP-2004-4230, 
2004), pp. 207–212.
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D-6679, 15 August 1989, p. iii, NASA Center for Aerospace Information.
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An intensive analysis of the proposed action indicates that the possible health 
and environmental consequences of launch or mission anomalies pose small 
risks . … The accident estimated to be most probable would pose very small 
health risks and very small probability of detectable environmental con-
tamination. The maximum credible accident (having a probability of one in 
10 million) would be an accidental reentry into the Earth’s atmosphere during 
a planned VEEGA [Venus-Earth-Earth-Gravity Assist] flyby, releasing Pu238 
upon impact with the ground. The very low probability “maximum case” 
would lead to an increase of an estimated 9.8 cancer fatalities over a 70-year 
period among a population of 83,000 persons, which normally would have an 
estimated 16,000 cancer fatalities over the same period.90

Antinuclear groups filed lawsuits to prevent the launch, alleging that the 
spacecraft’s two RTGs posed an unacceptable risk to the residents of Florida 
and making a connection to the Challenger Space Shuttle accident in 1986 
as an unacceptable worst-case scenario with nuclear material aboard. Such a 
potent carcinogen as plutonium-238, they argued, would render large areas 
of Florida uninhabitable and infect the bones and lungs of millions of people 
along the coast. Because the plutonium-238 would be encased in hardened 
graphite containers, NASA’s engineers insisted that the risk was minimal, 
even in a Challenger-like explosion. Tests on those containers, they argued, 
had absorbed shocks and concussions more than 10 times as severe as a rocket 
explosion. The antinuclear activists refused to accept these arguments, noting 
that 3 of 22 U.S. missions with nuclear material aboard had failed, and assert-
ing that the nation should not take that chance again. There the matter rested 
until adjudicated. 

A centerpiece of antinuclear concern—and this may have been one of 
the driving forces in catalyzing opposition to the launch—was the unique 
mission profile of the Galileo probe. Because of Galileo’s deployment from 
the Space Shuttle, it would be able to reach Jupiter only by using a gravity-
assist trajectory that required it to pass close to Venus and have two swings 
past Earth before slingshotting it to Jupiter. This Venus–Earth–Earth Gravity 
Assist (VEEGA) mission profile was ingenious in many ways, and it allowed 
Galileo to encounter many interesting objects in space, including Venus, 
asteroid 243 Ida, and asteroid 951 Gaspra.91 Concerned not only about the 

90. NASA Office of Space Science, “Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Galileo 
Mission (Tier 2),” December 1988, NASA TM-102926, NASA Center for Aerospace 
Information, pp. ii–iii.

91. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, “The Galileo Tour Guide,” p. 3, http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/
galileo/tour/2TOUR.pdf (accessed 5 July 2008).
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explosion of the Space Shuttle Challenger in 1986 and the possibility of such 
an accident with nuclear material aboard but also with this VEEGA trajec-
tory, antinuclear activists redoubled efforts to prohibit the launch. What 
if the trajectory calculations were slightly off? The possibility for Galileo’s 
uncontrolled reentry into the Earth’s atmosphere on one of its flybys only 
added to larger concerns about the use of nuclear power in space. Protesters 
had a point, Carl Sagan allowed. Although a strong supporter of the Galileo 
mission, he weighed in with this opinion before the launch in 1989; he also 
allowed that “there is nothing absurd about either side of this argument.”92

The lawsuit that went before Judge Oliver Gasch in the U.S. District 
Court in the District of Columbia arguing that NASA had violated the 
National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) by failing to fully document 
the launch dangers in its environmental impact statement. Just two days 
before the scheduled launch on 12 October 1998, Judge Gasch rendered his 
decision on this case, ruling that NASA had fulfilled the letter of the law con-
cerning NEPA and that the launch could move forward. “The court will not 
substitute its own judgment regarding the merits of the proposed action for 
that of the government agencies,” he wrote. “NEPA itself does not mandate 
particular results, but simply prescribes the necessary process.” Having fol-
lowed the NEPA process, Gasch noted, NASA had appropriately discharged 
its responsibilities under the law, and he rejected the plaintiff’s request for a 
restraining order, directing that NASA continue the Galileo launch on the 
Space Shuttle. 

NASA had finally received permission to proceed; but just as this took 
place, the launch had to be delayed because of a technical malfunction on 
the Shuttle.93 Delaying the launch allowed the antinuclear opposition time to 
file an appeal, but the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals rejected this appeal on 
16 October 1989. The launch was rescheduled for 18 October, and despite 
several protests at Kennedy Space Center in the days leading up to the launch, 
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the Shuttle finally launched. It deployed without incident once in Earth’s 
orbit and began its lengthy journey to Jupiter.94 

Because of a unique orbital inclination, Galileo passed both Venus and 
Earth and made the first close flyby of asteroid Gaspra in 1991, providing 
scientific data on all before reaching Jupiter in 1995. Until 2003, Galileo 
continued to transmit scientific measurements back to Earth for analysis. 
Galileo’s mission has led to a reinterpretation of understanding about Jupiter, 
its moons, and the outer solar system. A short list of Galileo’s most important 
discoveries includes the following: 

• Evidence for liquid water ocean under the surface of Europa, one of 
the moons of Jupiter. 

• Discovery of a satellite (Dactyl) circling the asteroid Ida. 
• Discovery of an intense interplanetary dust storm (the most intense 

ever observed). 
• Discovery of an intense new radiation belt approximately 31,000 miles 

above Jupiter’s cloud tops.
• Detection of Jovian wind speeds in excess of 400 miles per hour.
• Detection of far less water in Jupiter’s atmosphere than was previously 

estimated on the basis of earlier Voyager observations and models of 
the Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 impact.

• Detection of far less lightning activity (about 10 percent of that found 
in an equal area on Earth) than anticipated. Individual lightning 
events, however, are about 10 times stronger on Jupiter than on Earth. 

• Discovery of a nearly equal amount of helium in Jupiter as is found in 
the Sun (24 percent compared to 25 percent).

• Extensive resurfacing of Io’s surface due to continuing volcanic activity 
since the Voyagers flew by in 1979.

• Preliminary data supporting the tentative identification of intrinsic 
magnetic fields for two of Jupiter’s moons, Io and Ganymede. 

The flight team for Galileo ceased operations in February 2003 after a final 
playback of scientific data from the robotic explorer’s tape recorder. The team 
prepared commands for the spacecraft’s on-board computer to manage the 
remainder of its life. Galileo coasted for the next seven months before taking 
a 21 September 2003 plunge into Jupiter’s atmosphere as a means of ensuring 

94. “NASA Clears Atlantis for Liftoff Tuesday,” Washington Post, 15 October 1989, p. A18; 
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that its nuclear propellant did not cause any mischief in the future, thereby 
ending what turned out to be a remarkably successful mission.95

The Cassini space probe—the largest interplanetary probe ever launched, 
weighing 6.3 tons and extending 22 feet in length—was a joint NASA, 
European Space Agency (ESA), and Italian Space Agency (ASI) mission to 
study Saturn and its rings, moons, and magnetic environment. Launched 
on 17 October 1997, atop a Titan IV rocket from Cape Canaveral, Florida, 
Cassini required three RTGs with 72 pounds of plutonium-238 to power a 
wide array of scientific instruments at Saturn. Like Galileo, although without 
the Space Shuttle as the Earth-launch vehicle, Cassini would require gravity-
assist to reach Saturn in 6.7 years. It followed a Venus–Venus–Earth–Jupiter 
Gravity Assist (VVEJGA) trajectory that energized the antinuclear commu-
nity as had nothing since the Galileo launch. Cassini’s three General Purpose 
Heat Source (GPHS) RTGs and 117 lightweight radioisotope heater units 
(RHUs) provided the necessary electrical power to operate its 19 instruments 
and maintain the temperatures of critical components as well as the Huygens 
probe that was destined for deployment by parachute onto the surface of 
Titan, Saturn’s largest moon (see figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9). Those three RTGs 
provided 888 watts of electrical power at mission beginning but would still 
generate 596 watts after 16 years of operation. As always, Cassini’s RTGs were 
tested extensively to ensure that they could withstand any conceivable destruc-
tive force associated with the flight. Also, as had been the practice for many 
years, independent safety analyses by General Electric, Lockheed Martin, and 
other technical organizations assessed possible risks from prelaunch fires and 
explosions, launch accidents, and spacecraft crashes and uncontrolled reentry. 
Three major reports resulted from those efforts, with the final one prepared a 
year in advance of the projected launch.96

This material, along with additional studies by the Department of Energy 
and NASA, went to an independent Interagency Nuclear Safety Review 
Panel responsible for judging whether to recommend a decision in favor of 
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launch to the President of the United States. As a GAO audit of the Cassini 
mission documented: 

The processes used by NASA to assess the safety and environmental risks asso-
ciated with the Cassini mission reflected the extensive analysis and evaluation 
requirements established in federal laws, regulations, and Executive branch 
policies. For example, DOE designed and tested the RTGs to withstand likely 
accidents while preventing or minimizing the release of the RTG’s plutonium 
dioxide fuel, and a DOE administrative order required the agency to estimate 
the safety risks associated with the RTGs used for the Cassini mission. Also, 
federal regulations implementing the National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969 required NASA to assess the environmental and public health impacts 
of potential accidents during the Cassini mission that could cause plutonium 
dioxide to be released from the spacecraft’s RTGs or heater units. In addition, 
a directive issued by the Executive Office of the President requires an ad hoc 
interagency Nuclear Safety Review Panel. This panel is supported by tech-
nical experts from NASA, other federal agencies, national laboratories, and 

Credit: Department of Energy

FIGURE 5.7. The General Purpose Heat Source (GPHS) has been a mainstay design 
of the planetary science program since the 1970s. Each of the RTG’s 18 modules 
contained four plutonium-238 fuel pellets, the graphite shell, and the aeroshell. 
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academia to review the nuclear safety analyses prepared for the Cassini mission. 
After completion of the interagency review process, NASA requested and was 
given nuclear launch safety approval by the Office of Science and Technology 
Policy, within the Office of the President, to launch the Cassini spacecraft.97

97. GAO Report, “Space Exploration,” pp. 3–4.

Credit: NASA

FIGURE 5.8. Lockheed Martin Missile and Space Co. employees Joe Collingwood, 
at right, and Ken Dickinson retract pins in the storage base to release an RTG in 
preparation for hoisting operations on 19 July 1997. This RTG and two others were 
installed on the Cassini spacecraft for mechanical and electrical verification testing in 
the Payload Hazardous Servicing Facility. 
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This detailed and involved process led to the conclusion that, although 
risk could not be eliminated entirely, the chances of any breech of the 
plutonium-238 container were exceptionally low. The estimated health effect 
of an accident was that over a 50-year period not one more person would die 
of cancer caused by radiation exposure than if there were no accident. These 
analyses also found that during Cassini’s Earth encounter the chance that the 

Credit: NASA

FIGURE 5.9. Jet Propulsion Laboratory workers Dan Maynard and John Shuping 
prepare to install an RTG on the Cassini spacecraft in the Payload Hazardous 
Servicing Facility (PHSF) on 18 July 1997. The three RTGs that provide electrical 
power to Cassini on its mission to the Saturnian system underwent mechanical and 
electrical verification testing in the PHSF. 
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vehicle would accidentally reenter Earth’s atmosphere was less than one in a 
million (see figure 5.10).98

None of this review convinced the antinuclear community, however, 
and it mobilized to prohibit the Cassini launch. The well-organized STOP 
CASSINI! campaign rested its opposition on a set of charges different from 
those leveled by the earlier Galileo protesters; it claimed that NASA’s technical 

98. Lisa Herrera, “U.S. Department of Energy Advanced RTG Program,” IECEC-98-246, 
paper presented at the 1998 IECEC conference, Albuquerque, NM; Robert J. Noble, 
“Radioisotope Electric Propulsion,” Nuclear News, November 1999; C. Edward Kelly and 
Paul M. Klee, “Cassini RTG Acceptance Test Results and RTG Performance on Galileo 
and Ulysses,” and NASA, “Cassini Launch Press Kit,” October 1997, NASA Historical 
Reference Collection, pp. 65–69. 

Credit: NASA

FIGURE 5.10. Environmental health specialist Jamie A. Keeley, of EG&G Florida, 
Inc., uses an ion chamber dose rate meter to measure radiation levels in one of three 
RTGs that will provide electrical power to the Cassini spacecraft on its mission to 
explore the Saturnian system prior to its launch in 1997. The three RTGs and one 
spare are being tested and monitored in the Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator 
Storage Building in KSC’s Industrial Area. The RTGs on Cassini are of the same 
design as those flown on the Galileo and Ulysses spacecraft. 
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risk assessment omitted, neglected, or underestimated the welfare of the 
public as a whole. Accepting, as the Galileo opponents had not, that NASA 
had fulfilled the letter of the law, this campaign asserted that the government 
as a whole had to be redirected away from the use of nuclear power or weap-
onry in any form whatsoever. Sociologist Jürgen Habermas has suggested that 
when the “instrumental rationality” of the bureaucratic state intrudes too 
precipitously into the “lifeworld” of its citizenry, they rise up in some form 
to correct the state’s course or to cast it off altogether. The “lifeworld” is evi-
dent in the ways in which language creates the contexts of interpretations 
of everyday circumstances, decisions, and actions. Habermas argues that the 
“lifeworld” is “represented by a culturally transmitted and linguistically orga-
nized stock of interpretive patterns.”99 

The STOP CASSINI! campaign represented an effort to exile nuclear 
material from the “lifeworld” of modern America, as protesters expressions 
of discontent demonstrated, and they could obtain no resolution from the 
“instrumental rationality” residing in the state. They took direct action and 
justified it, without a tinge of conscience, as necessary for the greater good. 
Opponents of Cassini organized a rally of about 1,500 participants at Cape 
Canaveral in May 1997, with several prominent disarmament leaders speak-
ing. They received publicity from CNN and the NBC local affiliate as well as 
from print journalists and radio stations. They argued for greater involvement 
in choosing the technologies used on spacecraft, specifically nuclear power 
sources. They tried to sensitize the public to dangers from the use of nuclear 
power for space exploration and addressed not only environmental risks but 
also the motives behind the reason for using nuclear power. 

One protester commented: 

The military has made an unholy alliance with NASA in its quest for space 
domination. Now people-power and a commitment to compassion and con-
science must be brought into an area where it is not wanted and where it is 
lacking. There must be resistance to the U.S. push to weaponize and nuclear-
ize space … a renegade government spending massive amounts of money to 
weaponize and nuclearize space, and at the same time saying that no money is 
available for schools and other social needs. This issue is not about losing our 
democracy—we have lost it.100 

 99. Jürgen Habermas, The Theory of Communicative Action, Vol. 2, Lifeworld and System: A 
Critique of Functionalist Reason (Boston: Beacon Press, 1987), p. 124.
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The STOP CASSINI! campaign received coverage from many of the major 
U.S. news outlets, and the Internet buzzed with discussion of its efforts to 
end the Cassini mission. It deserved credit for gaining the attention of several 
members of Congress, who demanded additional analysis from NASA and 
the DOE. Courtroom proceedings, in comparison to those for Galileo, were 
virtually nonexistent. 

When Cassini launched safely on 14 October 1997, the press gave credit 
to the protesters for forcing NASA to reconsider its use of nuclear power in 
space and to undertake more extensive testing and verification of systems. A 
vigil outside the main gate of Kennedy Space Center by the STOP CASSINI! 
campaign was peaceful. It had raised important questions about this tech-
nology and its meaning for society. As one scholar noted, NASA responded 
poorly to this challenge in terms of public communication. The Agency 
believed that more information would resolve the crisis, but there is little 
reason to suppose that this would be the case, as the protest had more to do 
with ideology and values than with assessments of objective knowledge.101

In the end the Cassini mission has been conducted with stunning success. 
Cassini is the first spacecraft to orbit Saturn, beginning 1 July 2004, and to 
send a probe (Huygens), launched on 15 January 2005, to the surface of 
Saturn’s moon Titan. But even before its Saturnian encounter, the Cassini 
mission advanced science by finding individual storm cells of upwelling 
bright-white clouds in dark “belts” in Jupiter’s atmosphere and by conduct-
ing a radio signal experiment on 10 October 2003 that validated Einstein’s 
theory of general relativity. At Saturn, Cassini has discovered three new 
moons (Methone, Pallene, and Polydeuces), observed water-ice geysers erupt-
ing from the south pole of the moon Enceladus, obtained images appearing 
to show lakes of liquid hydrocarbon (such as methane and ethane) in Titan’s 
northern latitudes, and discovered a storm at the south pole of Saturn with 
a distinct eye wall. Cassini, like Galileo at Jupiter, has demonstrated that icy 
moons orbiting gas giant planets are potential refuges of life and attractive 
destinations for a new phase of robotic planetary exploration.102
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8. Conclusion

The use of radioisotope thermoelectric generators to power spacecraft to the 
outer planets has proven a boon to the space program in the first 50 years 
of its history. Yet use of this technology invites opposition because of the 
danger inherent in any launch or reentry to Earth’s atmosphere. There have 
been failures in the past, duly taken notice of by the public, and in each 
instance refinements and additional requirements to ensure future safety have 
resulted. This is as it should be. The issue had receded so far from public con-
sciousness by 2006—in no small measure because of the success of the safety 
program, the efforts to ensure public understanding of how mission surety 
was undertaken, and the rarity of the use of RTGs—that the New Horizons 
spacecraft launched to Pluto and the Kuiper Belt in the outer solar system 
did not receive much public opposition (see figure 5.11). From a societal 
perspective, however, the protests to past launches raised important questions 
that remain at the center of the debate. As the scholar Victoria Friedensen 
has commented:

1. NASA provided inadequate assessment that did not include multi-failure 
mode testing and had inadequate explanations of the risk.

2. The risk to the citizens and visitors to the region around the Kennedy 
Space Center, while low in probability, had very high consequence. Nor 
was the liability to be borne by NASA alone—the public would bear 
the costs of the consequences. NASA was not perceived as trustworthy 
enough to prevent accidents.

3. The risk to the global population was untenable for a scientific project. 
The protestors did not feel that the United States was truly responsible 
for the lives and well-being of all humans. No one asked global consent 
before increasing global risk.

4. The potential destructive capabilities that humans have created on Earth 
must not be carried into the future or onto other planets. The protestors 
based their opposition on strictly moral, strictly future terms and objected 
to NASA’s counter proposition. An incommensurability of worldviews 
fueled the controversy.103

Such concerns are entirely appropriate and require additional consideration 
in the future as humanity seeks to extend its presence throughout the solar 
system. The story of RTGs and space nuclear power is thus one of tech-
nological advance and concern from certain segments of society that the 

103. Friedensen, “Protest Space,” pp. 90–91.
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consequences of that technological advance might be too great a burden for 
the public to bear. 

Physician and policy analyst Daniel Sarewitz points up the prob-
lem in the larger framework of U.S. government science and technology 
decision-making:

At present, most citizens have only two options for involving themselves in 
decision-making about science and technology—the diffuse mechanisms of 
voting, and the direct but often unmediated local action that is commonly 
associated with not-in-my-backyard sentiments. A middle ground that 
enhances opportunities for public participation, while also providing mecha-
nisms for technical input and open dialogue between scientists and the laity 
remains to be defined . … It does depend on the creation of avenues by which 
the public judgment can be brought to bear on important issues of science 
and technology policy, and on granting the public a stake in decision-making 
processes. The policy goal is not to substitute “common sense” for technical 
knowledge but to allow democratic dialogue to play its appropriate role in 

Credit: NASA

FIGURE 5.11. New Horizons is the most recent U.S. spacecraft to be  
powered by RTGs, depicted here in an artist’s conception. 
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decision-making that is inevitably dominated not by authoritative data but by 
subjective criteria and social norms.104

Advancing the future of nuclear power for space exploration remains a task 
not without difficulties. In the aftermath of the controversies over Galileo and 
Cassini, without significant social input and conscientious efforts to involve 
a broad constituency, more aggressive efforts will probably have considerable 
difficulty getting past the stage of paper studies. As it stands at present, the 
continued use of nuclear power for spacecraft must remain, to adopt a phrase 
offered by President Bill Clinton concerning the legality of abortion, “safe, 
legal, and rare.”

104. Daniel Sarewitz, Frontiers of Illusion: Science, Technology, and the Politics of Progress 
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1996), pp. 182–183.
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